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Huge head-to-heads coming up include
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are correct at the date of print (02/09/2022) and may be subject to change. Further terms apply. Calls to Sky cost 7p per minute plus your provider’s access charge.
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BII CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER STEVE ALTON CBII 

W hen we first saw Emma 
Gibbon’s MBII #notjustapub 
post on social media,  

it really struck a chord. These few 
words perfectly encapsulate the value 
and contribution pubs make to their 
communities and the wider economy. 
This campaign is just another amazing 
example of the positive, can-do 
attitude that runs hard and true 
through the wonderful, determined 
and hardworking people operating  
our pubs. As I often call it, the 
superpower of pubs. 

Pubs are wonderfully unique. It’s 
something that’s said all the time,  
but right now it is even more relevant. 
Pubs, particularly the community 
local, hold a crucial position at the 
very heart of our society: they are 
the place for individuals to escape to, 
somewhere families and colleagues 

can gather to celebrate a major life 
event, a space to catch up with friends 
and loved ones, and even where 
you can meet your wife, husband 
or partner, just like Emma and Paul 
Gibbon did.

#notjustapub has roused licensees, 
their teams and customers to shout 
about their unique proposition: as the  
only post office 
for miles around, 
the local shop, the 
library, the food 
bank, a place to work, 
for the lonely to seek 
out good company 
and, of course, just 
to have a great pint of 
beer, a glass or wine 
and a bite to eat. 

It was heartening to hear our new 
Prime Minister, Liz Truss, during one 
of her first statements reference the 
impact the energy crisis was having on 
hospitality – especially ‘our local pubs’. 

Ours was the only sector to get  
a mention, and there is no doubt that 
the #notjustapub campaign has further 
helped bring our sector’s plight to the 
surface, by raising awareness among 
MPs and Ministers, of the shockingly 
high costs of doing business. It is 
clear to see the devastating impact 
the constantly rising business costs 
are having on operators, especially 
the small, independently run locals. 

THE POSITIVITY, RESILIENCE AND BOUNDLESS ENERGY OF OUR MEMBERS IS INSPIRING.  
AS WE CONTINUE TO PUSH FOR THE SUPPORT NEEDED FROM GOVERNMENT, WE ARE HEARTENED  
TO SEE THE BROADER AND VITAL ROLE PUBS PLAY IN THEIR COMMUNITIES RECOGNISED  
AND WE REMAIN STEADFAST IN OUR COMMITMENT TO DO ALL WE CAN TO KEEP THEM THRIVING

#NOTJUSTAPUB  
HIGHLIGHTS THE UNIQUE  
QUALITY OF PUBS

This is now against a backdrop and 
understanding of the value pubs bring 
to our society: as employers, their 
economic contribution and the role 
they will play in aiding the success 
of Government’s Levelling Up and 
Regeneration agenda. 

Our country needs vibrant and 
special places to entertain, comfort 

and support people in 
their day-to-day lives 
– and this is the unique 
role fulfilled by the 
great British local. 

It’s a privilege to 
be able to hear your 
personal stories, as  
I continue to visit 
and speak to as many 

members as possible each month. It 
was a special pleasure to be on stage 
with BII Licensee of the Year Award 
winners Nick and Amanda Hemming 
MBII and Jason and Chris Black MBII 
at the recent Casual Dining Show in 
London. It was inspirational to be able 
to discuss with them their approach to 
innovation, along with their positivity 
and professional approach to building 
a pro-active, flexible and sustainable 
business for the future. 

Listening to, and being able to join, 
your conversations makes for open and  
honest debate and I have nothing but  
admiration for the innovative, fresh  
thinking and forward looking approach  
that’s being taking by our members. 
You truly have a superpower to connect  
with people – both the people you  

“BE IN NO DOUBT 
THAT WE WILL 
CONTINUE TO PUSH 
HARD TO HAVE ANY 
BARRIERS TO YOUR 
SUCCESS REMOVED  
OR MOVED” 

Former Hospitality Minister Jane Hunt 
at The Spanker (second from left), with 
Cheryl and Paul Brew, and Steve Alton
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Your BII team  
in action
A big shout out to the 
hardworking BII team, who 
not only go above and beyond 
in their working day, but give 
up their time to take part in 
industry-related fundraisers.

Head of Communications Molly 
Davis CBII and Head of Finance 
Shila Singh MBII trekked up 
mount Snowdon and raised 
nearly £3,300 between them for 
Only A Pavement Away (OAPA),  
the charity that helps get those 
facing homelessness, veterans 
and prison leavers into stable 
employment. The Snowdon event 
delivered an incredible £20,000  
for the charity, with the BII’s Shila 
the top fundraiser. 

Last month, the industry came 
together for Only A Pavement 
Away’s annual fundraising  
lunch, Cook & Dine, which  
raised £35,500.  
The BII team was there in force, 
serving guests as they enjoyed 
dishes prepared by top chef 
Tom Aitkens, ably 
assisted by Ashley 
McCarthy CBII.  

employ and those you serve 
professionally, enthusiastically  
and loyally.

I’m also pleased to be able to report 
that we are getting Ministers 
into your pubs. Recently we 
invited the then-Hospitality 
Minister Jane Hunt to meet 
with Cheryl and Paul Brew 
MBII of The Spanker in 
Belper, Derbyshire. In the 
two hours we had with the 
Minister, we were proud 
to show her what  
a well-run, small 
community pub 
looks like and why 
it is vital in terms 
of the contribution 
it makes. 

It’s reassuring to 
see that, as always, 
our members are looking 
to the future and positively 
making plans about how to try 
and manage the two key issues of 
rising business costs and energy 
bills – and be in no doubt that we will 
continue to push to have any barriers 
to your success removed or moved. 

Your interaction with our regular 
surveys, and direct feedback to your 
BII team, is greatly appreciated and 
helps us provide data to Ministers  

and officials to show the true picture 
of what you are facing and where you 
need help.  

As we look towards Christmas, 
which comes with the added 

bonus of the FIFA World Cup 
this year, now is the time 

for all of us to ensure we 
take the full opportunity 
ahead: a great offer, fully 
engaging customers, 

buying smarter and 
looking to reduce 

operating costs wherever 
possible. Now more than 

ever we need to ensure 
that your pubs are doing 
everything they can to 
make the coming weeks 

count. We are here to 
both support you directly 

and share the fantastic 
experience and 

expertise across  
our membership. 

From the top: Shila Singh and Molly Davis 
at the summit; At Cook & Dine: Steve, Ellie 
Parkinson, Natalie Wickham, Jess Topping 
and Molly; Minister for London Paul Scully 
is a long-standing supporter of pubs and is 
pictured here with Steve at the OAPA Cook  
& Dine event

Casual Dining Show, on stage  
with Steve Alton (right) are  
Amanda and Nick Hemming,  
Chris and Jason Black
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T R I B U T E  T O  T H E  Q U E E N

A tribute to Her Majesty  
Queen Elizabeth II 
PUBS WERE AMONG THE FIRST TO PAY TRIBUTE TO THE QUEEN ON HEARING OF HER DEATH  
LAST MONTH, WITH MANY POSTING PHOTOGRAPHS AND SHARING PERSONAL MEMORIES  
WITHIN MINUTES OF HEARING THE SAD NEWS

Our great British 
pubs are at the 
heart of their 

communities and it  
falls to them, more than  
any other business,  
to reflect the nations’ 
grief and sadness.  
While not all are 
Royalists, for some, 
it was simply a sad 
reminder of the death  
of loved ones and 
further proof of the 
uncertain times we  
are all facing. 

At the BII, we were deeply 
saddened to her of Her 
Majesty's passing and 
we are proud to share 
the tributes many of you 
posted on the day and  
in the days after her 
demise – a heartfelt 
demonstration of the 
impact that our Queen  
had on our nations  
and you, our members.
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Along with messages from pubs,  
our industry bodies circulated 

messages of condolence  
and thanks to Her Majesty. 

“We are deeply saddened to hear of the 
passing of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.  

Her long reign has been extraordinary  
and exemplary. 

“We would wish to pass on our 
condolences and sympathy to King  
Charles III and the Royal Family.”

Pub is The Hub was set up in 2001,  
inspired by our King, the then-HRH 
The Prince of Wales to protect rural 
communities and the country’s rural  

way of life, which he described as:

 “Providing services from the pub, such as  
a post office or shop, keeps an essential 

service in the village.” 
PUB IS THE HUB

“The passing of HM The Queen is  
a devastating loss to the nation.  

The thoughts of UKHospitality and those 
across the sector are with her family  

at this terribly sad time.”

UKHOSPITALITY

“We are deeply saddened to hear  
of the passing of Her Majesty the Queen. 

Her duty to our country has been 
extraordinary and our condolences  

are with the Royal Family.”

BRITISH BEER & PUB ASSOCIATION

“We, at the Licensed Trade Charity and 
the LVS Schools are saddened by the news 

of the death of our schools’ patron, Her 
Majesty the Queen, today Thursday  

8th September 2022.

“Her Majesty The Queen was a much 
loved and valued patron of the LVS family 

of schools for 70 years, having become 
patron of Licensed Victuallers’ School in 
1952 when she ascended to the throne. 

The LVS family of schools have been 
honoured to have Her Majesty  

The Queen as their figurehead.”

LICENSED TRADE CHARITY
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UP FRONT
A ROUND-UP OF NEWS, VIEWS AND BUSINESS TIPS 

GETTING THE MESSAGE  
OUT THERE #notjustapub

Campaigning

 Emma and Paul Gibbon

#notjustapub threw BII Member Emma Gibbon MBII into the spotlight last month, creating  
a Twitter frenzy that galvanised pubs and encouraged operators to share their stories,  
as energy prices soared and many faced the real prospect of business collapse.

E mma, who has over 3,200 
followers on Twitter 

and Tweets under the name 
ThatPubChick (@pub_that), said: 
“I was inputting accounts and 
saw that we pay our butchers 
£26,000 a year. On top of that, 
there’s what we pay to the 
baker, our accountant, produce 
suppliers and so on – it was 
apparent that our business is 
not just a pub. All these other 
businesses and people rely 
upon us,” said Emma, who with 
husband Paul runs two pubs,  
The Plough in Prestbury, which  
is on a Punch Pubs’ lease, and The 
Hewlett Arms in Cheltenham,  
a Stonegate lease.

“I get so fed up when the pub 
is looked down 
upon, with people 
saying ‘oh, it’s 
just a pub’, or 
‘it’s just a job in 
a pub’, which is 
what people say 
after they leave 
college and take 
a part-time 
bar job. But 
we are so much 
more than just a pub – 
take Larry, who I Tweeted 
about. Larry is a real 
person. He comes in here 
every night for a couple of 
pints and a chat with the 
bar staff, and it’s the only 
company he gets all day.”

Every pub has a Larry and add 
to this the millions raised each year 
for charity by pubs and the grass 

roots support the 
hospitality sector gives 
to local sports teams and 
#notjustapub is getting 

the message out 
there that a pub  
is more than  
a building.  
It’s an employer,  
a community  
hub and resource,  
a place where 
people meet and 
even fall in love.

“Pubs have been 
around for 100s of years and they are 
full of individual stories. I met my 
husband, Paul, at the pub, the Hewlett 

Arms, in fact. How many others 
have met their partners at the  
pub or celebrated special 
occasions that will live on in their 
memory? I’m a huge fan of pubs 
and when I’m not working in one, 
I’m drinking in one. 

“Every pub has a different 
story and it has been amazing 
seeing other pubs use the hashtag,  
saying that they’re the post office, 
or the library, local shop, and 
so on. During Covid, we took 
deliveries to the food bank and we 
were the only pub in our village 
that opened. The others, owned 
by the chains, furloughed their 
staff and remained closed. 

“We started our takeaways 
and sold still cider with our 
Ploughman’s picnic. People would 
call by to buy both to take on 
walks or to just enjoy them while 
sitting in their back gardens,” 
said Emma, adding that for many 
it was an excuse to get out and  

see someone.
“Our pub, The Plough, is a grade 

two listed village pub steeped in 
history. We see ourselves as the 
guardians of it. Our time here will be 
just a fleeting moment in its history.”

Emma, who admits to having  
been overwhelmed by the dozens  
of messages from social media users, 
after her #notjustapub Tweet went 
viral, has appeared on BBC Radio 
Gloucester, ITV and Herts Radio.  
“I’m not doing this to get on the radio 
or TV, but to encourage others to 
use the hashtag and get more people 
talking about it. I want others to  
say we’re #notjustapub.” 
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BII’S SURVEY OF 
MEMBERS REVEALS  
IMPACT OF        
ENERGY CRISIS
Pubs will fail in months without 
urgent Government support 
for crushing energy costs. That 
was the shocking headline 
from the latest BII Flash Energy 
survey from August, which 
found that 90% of respondents 
to the survey were facing gas 
and electricity bills that were 
doubling, or more, at that point.

• Only one in four BII members 
were on a fixed price 
contract, secured before  
the recent energy crisis

• Two in three were seeing 
price rises of more than 
300%, with one in two 
quoted 400% or more

• One in three that were trying 
to secure a contract have not 
been able to do so

On September 8, 2022, the Prime 
Minister, Liz Truss, announced plans 
to support businesses, which 
were followed by details on the 
energy price guarantee later that 
month. Steve Alton, CEO of the 
British Institute of Innkeeping 
commented: “The announcement by 
the Chancellor does not address the 
vulnerability of our members’ pubs 
in every community. The energy 
price guarantee, whilst welcome, 
will see most pubs at least doubling 
their energy costs from last year in 
addition to the inflationary pressures 
on their costs of doing business.  

“We are hopeful that a number 
of the Chancellor’s measures will 
support consumer confidence and 
maintain demand at this now crucial 
period of trading. His recognition of 
too many barriers to enterprise must 
now also translate into radically 
reduced regulation, which will allow 
our members to trade fully and 
freely. Alongside this, we need to see 
a significant reduction in the ongoing 
disproportionately high business 
rates that our members pay. 

“We will continue to engage and 
make the case for our members, 
as Government conducts its review 
into vulnerable sectors – with the 
Prime Minister having previously 
referenced our ‘local pubs’. Put 
simply, without further support 
many pubs will fail.” 

Pubs have a huge opportunity to win customers’ business this 
Christmas and New Year, with few having fixed their plans for  
the festive period, according to the latest consumer research.

CHRISTMAS  
OPPORTUNITIES

SWITCH ON TO THE WORLD CUP

O nly 19% said that they had 
already booked a restaurant/

pub for their Christmas celebrations. 
The majority, 57%, said they would 
wait until  this month (October) and 
November to make plans, according  
to the latest Christmas research by 
KAM and Toggle.

Other good news is that the 
majority of respondents said that 
they would make the most of this 
Christmas: an encouraging 82% 

responded to the survey by saying  
that they planned to celebrate more,  
or would at least make the same effort  
as last year.

Other opportunities highlighted  
in the report included: 42% of people 
were either very likely or likely to buy  
a gift card for a particular restaurant  
or pub as a present; with 35% 
confirming that they had bought 
gift cards for a pub/restaurant as a 
Christmas present in previous years.  

Business

WITH HEADLINE  
FIGURES SHOWING:

76% of consumers 
saying they 

will be booking to watch 
the World Cup

57% will continue 
to watch 

matches, even if England 
doesn’t progress

66% planned  
to increase 

leisure spend during 
World Cup* 

•  Take deposits  
or pre-payments  
for larger parties  
to avoid no shows

•  Consider creating 
offer packages and 
bundles for pre-order, 
eg, a guaranteed seat with  
a view of a screen, beer  
and a burger for £20

•  Create ticketed 
events for matches

•  Personalising your  
marketing emails 
can increase open  
rates by up to 26%

•  Offer order and  
pay at tables:  
23% of consumers  
expect venues to use 
order and pay at table 
technology 

*Data from DesignMyNight, 
an Access-owned company

Access Hospitality has created a don’t get caught offside  
during the World Cup package of top tips and advice for pubs  
for use in the build up to, and over, the World Cup period.

TOP TIPS FROM ACCESS SUGGEST PUBS:
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For over 20 years we’ve been helping our  
customers manage and procure energy,  
cut waste, save money and reduce carbon  
with no upfront cost. 

Contact us today to see how we can reduce 
your energy costs by up to 30%.

020 3813 1550

eenergy.com

Take back 
control of 
your energy.
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For over 20 years we’ve been helping our  
customers manage and procure energy,  
cut waste, save money and reduce carbon  
with no upfront cost. 

Contact us today to see how we can reduce 
your energy costs by up to 30%.

020 3813 1550

eenergy.com

Take back 
control of 
your energy.

UP FRONT
A ROUND-UP OF NEWS, VIEWS AND BUSINESS TIPS

C onsumers (87%) care about 
where their credit/debit cards 

tips or service charge goes 
to, with half of people 
saying they’d be 
more likely to visit 
a venue where 
non-cash tips 
are being shared 
fairly, says the 
research.

KAM’s 
Partner/Strategy 
& Insight Director 
Blake Gladman said: 
“Our research shows 
that for staff and customers 
a transparent (and fair) 
tipping system will be a 
win-win scenario. It creates 
an increase in spend and 
tipping from customers  
(if they know their money 
is going where it was 
intended) and it is a 
catalyst for a happy 
and motivated staff 
base. Transparency 
is a huge consumer 
trend and should be 
adhered to, all the way 
from the marketing teams 
to the frontline staff."

Staff say:
  84% of staff worry that they are  

not getting their fair share of credit 
card tips and services charges

  86% of staff say the tips they  
receive are important to their 
overall work satisfaction

  88% of staff say that the tip process/
fairness influences where they work 

and how long they stay in  
a role for

Consumers say:
  87% of 
consumers care 
where their 
credit/debit card 
tips or service 
charges go

  92% of 
consumers believe 

that the fair way 
to share tips is 

between staff  
who were 
working  
that day

  One in two 
customers 

would be more 
likely to visit  

a venue if they knew 
non-cash tips were being 
shared fairly; this rises to  
as high as 63% for 

GenZ and 60% 
for Millennial 

customers 

TipJar is  
a cashless 
tipping 

solution co-founded  
by BrewDog Bars’ 
Managing Director 
James Brown MBII.  
Cleared by HMRC, it is used 
across 2,000 venues in multiple 
countries and has helped thousands  
of staff collect over £2m in tips. 

TIPS ARE CAUSE  
FOR CONCERN AMONG  
STAFF AND DINERS

Staff incentives

How tips are managed and administered is of increasing concern 
to employees, as fewer cash gratuities are left by guests and more 
digital methods are used, such as pay at table apps and delivery 
platforms, according to research by KAM and TipJar.

Britain’s most  
wanted pub meal… 

Fish and chips is still Britain’s most 
wanted pub and bar meal, says  
the Food Insights 22 report from  
CGA/Nielsen IQ research. 

It showed that more than a quarter of 
consumers (28%) pick fish and chips as 
one of their top three dishes when eating 
out in pubs and bars, putting it ahead of 
other favourites like carveries and roasts 
(24%), steak (22%) and beef burgers (17%).

The research also revealed that 60%  
of consumers say they are likely to pay 
more for a better quality version of the 
dish, with diners showing interest in 
exploring new variations. For instance, 
consumers would consider tuna (29%), 
lobster (27%) and crab (27%), if they saw 
them on a fish and chip shop’s menu. 

Improved maternity  
deal from Greene King

Greene King has launched a new 
maternity leave policy, as part of  
its “journey to everyday inclusion”.

The new policy entitles salaried team 
members to 26 weeks full pay, 

plus 13 weeks statutory 
maternity pay; and hourly 

paid team members, 13 
weeks full pay, 13 weeks 
half pay and 13 weeks 
statutory maternity pay.

The company, which 
is also offering women 

wrap around support 
while pregnant, and help 

to ease the transition as they 
return to work, says this makes  

it one of the most competitive 
policies in the industry. 
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HOW STAFF FEEL… 

72% of employees worry 
about money every week
50% want their employers  
to help them save in 2022

Find out more by turning  
to p56 for Wagestream's  

full report
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Black Diamond’s founder Matt 
Henman (right) and the Three Tuns’ 
General Manager Warren Pike 

W ith atmosphere cited as the 
major reason why fans prefer 

the pub, Star has launched 
a £200,000 package to 
support its pubs both in  
the run-up to, and over, the  
World Cup period. This 
includes discounts on Sky 
subscriptions, an online hub 
offering tips and support, as 
well as fresh point-of-sale  
material to help its operators 
maximise the World Cup 
opportunity and enable Star  
pubs to “establish themselves  
as the go to place for sport”.

Star’s Central Operations 
Director Caren Geering 
(pictured above), said: “Our 
advice is to plan now for 
the World Cup. People will 
gravitate to a pub with  
a great reputation for 
sports when choosing 
where to watch  
the tournament. 

“Promoting and screening other 
sporting events well in the run-up to 

the World Cup is essential 
to build this. Sky is 
synonymous with sport 
and is an important part 
of the mix, which is why 
we’re funding discounts 
on subscriptions to enable 
as many pubs as possible 
to subscribe.” 

Geering added that  
with the World Cup falling  
over the festive season, 
pubs needed to consider 
how they could maximise 
both occasions. “Whilst 
hosting celebratory  
meals, Christmas parties 
and sports screenings at 
the same time is a great 
revenue booster, it is 
logistically challenging. 
We’ll be giving lots of 
ideas on how to approach 

it,” said Geering. 

WORLD CUP PACKAGE AIMS  
TO MAKE STAR’S PUBS SHINE

Sport

New research by Star Pubs & Bars reveals that nearly 50% of people 
planning to watch the World Cup this winter will do so in a pub.

Black Diamond  
Pub Co expands

The Black Diamond Pub Co,  
a premium food-led village pub 
operator, has taken on its third  
pub with Greene King Pub Partners. 

The Three Tuns in Biddenham joins The 
French Horn in Steppingley, both in 
Bedfordshire, and The Crooked Billet  
in Newton Longville, Buckinghamshire. 
The Black Diamond Pub Co was 
shortlisted in the Best New Business 
Category at the Luton & Bedfordshire 
SME Business Awards 2022. 

Richmond’s  
Best Start-Up

The Richmond Club, the private 
members’ club founded by industry 
expert and owner of Leisure PR 
& Communications, Maureen 
Heffernan FBII, was awarded Best 
Start-Up at the Richmond Business 
Awards, held in July 2022.

Anne Newton, Deputy Chair London 
Chambers of Commerce and Chief 
Executive Richmond Chamber of 
Commerce, said: 
“To start a business 
in the midst of 
lockdown is one 
thing and that in 
itself is very brave, 
but to succeed is 
quite another. Huge 
congratulations to 
Maureen Heffernan 
and all the team 
who have made  
The Richmond Club 
such a success.“

Heffernan (pictured centre with  
GM, Mariann Major and Clr Julia 
Cambridge) also received Highly 
Commended in the award category  
Best Female Entrepreneur. 

Awards

Acquisitions

CELEBRATING 40 YEARS 
Landlady Diane Crathern MBII has celebrated her 
40th anniversary at her pub The Richmond Arms  
in Godalming, Surrey.

Known locally as Auntie Di, she built up a successful 
business and community hub with her late husband 
Stephen. To mark the special occasion, Punch presented  
her with a commemorative plaque. 

Diane Crathern with 
Assistant Manager Joe

STAR’S  
RESEARCH, 

CONDUCTED 
NATIONALLY  
BY TOLUNA 

IN MAY 2022, 
SHOWED: 

 
of those who will 
watch the World 

Cup this year plan 
to do so in a pub

 
of fans said 

atmosphere was 
the major reason 

for preferring  
to watch sport  

in pubs
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OUR HOSPITALITY HERO!

OHH!
OHH!

BUSINESS WORKSHOP  
AT THE FOX
The Pub Marketing Circle, 
in association with Inapub 
magazine and S4Labour, is 
running a Business Building 
Discovery Workshop on 
November 8 at The Fox at 
Peasemore, West Berkshire.

The workshop will be hosted by Phil 
Davison CBII, owner of The Fox and 
the Pub Marketing Circle, and will 
provide ideas and proven solutions 
on how to grow your pub business 
in 2023 and beyond. 

Mark Duggan, owner of The 
Chequers Inn in Berrick Salome, 
Oxfordshire, who attended  
a previous workshop, said: “Phil 
gave solid, professional advice…  
it was very informative with lots  
of free guidance.”

To book, go to:  
www.pubmarketingcircle.co.uk.

P ete Simmonds celebrates 38  
years at the Wych Elm this year.  

A Fuller’s Master Cellarman and  
a marvel at customer service – having 
scored 100% when serving the mystery 
diner during the judging of 
the BII’s Licensee of the 
Year Awards – his 
passion for the pub 
and its community 
is inspiring. 

His customer 
service extends 
well beyond the 
pub, as he is the 
first port of call for 
many within his local 
community. From putting 
up curtain rails, rodding 
blocked drains, fixing 
bikes and repairing stuff 
in customer’s homes, 
Pete is always on hand 
to help people out.

“I love my job and 
I love working with 
people. It’s about 
meeting and greeting, 
making them feel 
welcome and there’s 
always a smile on my 
face. It’s about creating 
an experience that makes 
people want to come 

OHH! Pete Simmonds is passionate about hospitality, having 
worked at the Wych Elm in Kingston, Surrey (a finalist in this 
year's BII Licensee of the Year Awards) for 38 years

HERE WE CELEBRATE THE SUCCESS OF INDUSTRY 
FIGURES WHOSE OWN CAREER PATHS HIGHLIGHT  
THE VARIETY, THE OPPORTUNITIES AND THE FUN THAT 
COMES WITH WORKING IN THE HOSPITALITY SECTOR

and visit the pub. It has to be great. It’s 
not about giving them a pint or a bite 
to eat, but making them feel warmly 
welcomed and extra special, so that 
they want to keep on coming back.” 

“In the old days, if anyone 
had a problem they’d 

go to the pub to find 
someone to help, 

whether it was a 
plumber, decorator 
or handyman – and 
that’s the service we 
offer today.”

Pete’s time at 
the Wych Elm began 

before BII LOYA 2022 
finalists Michael Pearson 

MBII and Charlotte 
Salaman MBII took over 
the Fuller’s tenancy nine 
years ago. He first got  
a job at the pub as a part-
time barman in 1985, to 
subsidise his apprentice 
salary, while working  
for British Aerospace.

“I was a Precision 
Engineer working in 
British Aerospace’s 
experimental department. 
My job was to make 
prototypes – a designer 
would bring me drawings 

and ask me if I could 
make it. I’m OCD in  
terms of detail and 
everything I do has to  
be done to perfection. 
That's still the case 
now – I’m fussy in the 
cellar and don’t really 
like anyone else going 
down there!”

When British 
Aerospace shut down 
the factory, he opted 
to take a full-time 

role at the Wych Elm, but it wasn’t 
until Michael and Charlotte took over 
that he was given the reins to the 
cellar. “I told Mike that I’d have Master 
Cellarman within the year, and I did.” 

To attain Fuller’s top cellar award,  
a pub must achieve a score of 90%  
or more on four consecutive visits, 
before an independent assessor carries 
out a survey of the cellar and bar – 
looking at everything from the beer 
quality to the cleanliness of the cellar, 
glasses, etc. Pete has maintained his 
Master Cellarman status for eight 
consecutive years. 

“I’ve got the best job in the world. 
Working here is about being part of  
a family – our pub is the community’s 
hub and we want to keep it that way,” 
he says. 

I’ve got the best 
job in the world. 

Working here 
is about being 

part of a family 
– our pub is the 

community’s hub 
and we want to 

keep it that way”

“

From left: Pete Simmonds, Charlotte Salaman, 
Patrick McCarthy (Assistant Manager),  
Michael Pearson and Greg Kerr (Head Chef)



PROFESSIONAL FOODSERVICE

One Order System 
Puts all your fresh food supply              

in one place.

One Call, One Fix 
A promise from our Customer 

Relations team to fix any issues.

One Invoice 
All invoices & delivery notes 

consolidated together.

One Delivery Van 
Fewer deliveries, reducing your 

carbon footprint.

We are your single solution for fresh meat & fish, fruit & veg, and dairy & 
bakery. Catering for everyone in hospitality, care, education and more.

Supporting Chefs 

Prices held for 30 days

National average of 21 food miles

Let’s have a chat:
www.menu-fresh.co.uk
hello@menu-fresh.co.uk

0330 058 2678
No delivery charges or MOQ

✓
✓
✓

across the UK
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INTERVIEW with...

AMANDA AND NICK HEMMING FBII ARE WINNERS OF THE COVETED BII LICENSEE  
OF THE YEAR AWARD TITLE – WHERE EVERY ELEMENT OF YOUR PUB OPERATION, 
STRATEGY AND TRADING RECORD ARE SCRUTINISED BY EXPERT INDUSTRY JUDGES.  
HERE THEY TALK ABOUT THEIR BUSINESS, THE HERON INN IN MALPAS, CORNWALL,  
THEIR SUCCESS AND WHAT WINNING MEANS TO THEM AND THEIR TEAM

Congratulations on being 
crowned winners of the BII 

Licensee of the Year Award 2022. 
Tell us about the last four months 
and what winning means to you?
Winning Licensee of the Year Award 
(LOYA) has put us on the map, 
says Amanda. We were 
doing well before, 
but have probably 
increased trade 
by 10-15% just 
from visitors and 
locals coming 
to see us after 
reading about 
our success in 
the news and on 
social media. 

We’ve always 
attracted locals, but 
now people are driving  
45 minutes from places 
like St Ives to visit.

Nick continues: 
People are coming in 
and comparing us to 
their experiences at 
other well-known 
restaurants in the 
region, and telling 
us that they enjoyed 
their visit to us more, 
which is a very nice 
compliment. It all 
builds awareness of 
the Heron Inn. We’ve 
never had to pay for 
marketing, with our success always 
having been driven by our social 
media and by developing a rapport 
with our customers.

The award’s judging process 
delves deep into every element 

of your business, from P&L to staff 
training. What are the stand-out 
elements of your business that you 
are most proud of? 
For us it all comes down to our people. 
We are proud of how we bring new 
and young people into the business, 
individuals who want to forge a career 
in hospitality. We put a lot of time and 
effort into our team, knowing they 
will be the next generation of great 
operators, says Amanda. 

Nick adds: If we don’t attract 
youngsters into hospitality now, there’s  
going to be no-one left to run our pubs  
in the next five to 10 years. Without  
their passion, energy and commitment,  
we can’t be successful. It’s a message 
that we have to get out there. 

Off the back of winning LOYA this 
year, I’ve been invited to open the Fal 
Oyster Festival, with the Mayor this 
month (October). It’s a massive local 
celebration and it’s usually opened by 
well known chefs, like Nathan Outlaw 
and Pete Goss. But this year, I’ve been 
invited and it’s a huge honour. I’ll also 
get to cook with 10 school kids and 
I’ll be able to talk about winning the 
award, plus tell everyone about the 
great career opportunities hospitality 
has to offer school and college leavers. 

We have all got to remain focused 
on the long-term. The current cost 
of living crisis and supply issues will 
pass. We just need to concentrate on 
maintaining a successful business  

“The BII creates  
a great buzz around 

the competition 
at every stage, 

especially as finalists 
and winners, you 

become very visible”

Amanda & Nick 
Hemming  
LOYA WINNERS 2022

St Austell, our brewery, has been 
brilliant too, creating lots of social 
media coverage for us, adds Amanda. 
There’s a real buzz about the pub. 
Everyone wants to meet and speak to 
us. Customers are genuinely interested 

and want to know about the 
judging process.

Nick explains: 
It was St Austell 

Brewery that got 
us interested 
in the awards. 
We were their 
guests at the BII 
Summer Event 
in 2021. It was 

inspiring, seeing 
the finalists up 

on stage, and so we 
decided that we had 

nothing to lose by having  
a go ourselves. 

It has been a huge 
boost for morale too. 
We took our team 
with us to the awards’ 
lunch, and the whole 
event has become 
a special thing for 
them – something to 
to share with their 
families and friends. 
They talk about our 
winning with passion 
and pride, says 
Amanda. We have  
a great team here and 

when we look to expand, by taking on 
another one or two pubs, we will have 
people in place who are capable of 
running one of those other businesses. 
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and be positive. If we 
wobble, so will our team. 
We need to talk about 
all the good stuff – I still 
love what I do. Every day 
is different and there are 
so many rewards. 

In the current 
trading climate, 

how do you maintain 
and continue to build 
the business? And 

what strategies have you put in 
place for this winter?

Over the summer months, when the 
business has been in full swing, it’s 
about keeping our heads down and 
working hard, says Amanda.

We like to stay on top of the trends 
to ensure we are offering the dishes 
that people will want to come out 
for, says Nick. We like to remain 
competitively priced too. For instance, 
when crab became very expensive, we 
dropped it from our menu. Now the 
price has fallen, we’ll put crab back on. 

It’s important to keep having 
those conversations with suppliers. 
We have a fish of the day, so I need to 
understand what’s coming in, what’s 
the best buy, which fish prices will fall 
and what to stay away from. You’ve 
just got to stay on it. If you don’t, you 
risk paying too much and you will put 
your business at risk, says Nick.

We will also stay on top of our 
service, which is about training and 
recruiting inhouse. We understand 
that people make a real effort to 
come to us, says Amanda. Creating 
a fabulous experience is what we are 
about. The Heron is located in an area 
of outstanding natural beauty and we 
want our customers to return soon  
and to bring along new friends.

We maintain a good spend 
per head, which is between £28 and 
£32, but on a good day that can go up 
to £36. We find that our customers 
are happy to spend more and will 
buy our more expensive wines. They 
aren’t always looking at the price, says 
Nick, but more importantly for a great 
experience. 

When it comes to the stuff outside of 
your control, like rent and energy costs, 
it’s about being as careful as you can. 
We need to keep costs down and focus 
on maintaining profit. 

We recently took 
on two chefs to live in, 
plus we have a live-in 
Manager who looks 
after the pub and our 
shop, The Heron Farm 
& Coffee Shop. Their 
package is rent free, bills 
included, which means 
our labour costs are 
slightly reduced. It’s  
a good deal for them too. 
We had wanted to create 
B&B accommodation 
on site, but that’s 
something we’ll look  
to do in the future. 

We have always 
invested in the business 
each year, but while 
the economy is so 
uncertain, we’re going  
to sit tight, says 
Amanda. It’s about 
taking the risks out, 
looking after the team 
and making sure we’re in a secure 
position when things start to improve.

It’s about knowing what’s coming 
in versus what’s going out. We set 
our managers’ labour targets, to help 
control costs. We stagger start and 

finish times 
too, so people 

will begin their shift at 
12:00, instead of 11:30. 
It’s only half an hour, 

but it all adds up. 
We operate a four-

day week for the busy 
kitchen staff during the 

summer months, and 
we see the winter as our time to play: 
to visit suppliers, do training and be 
more relaxed. 

Why would you recommend 
BII members enter the 

Licensee of the Year Awards?
It has been a huge eye-opener for us, 
says Amanda. It makes you assess your  
business. It’s easy to become blinkered,  
when you’re working in your pub 

all of the time. I feel 
the judging process 
really delved deep 
into our soul. You 
have to be prepared 
for constructive 
criticism, but none of 
it is negative. It’s about 
business improvement 
and how we can all do 
things better. 

Nick adds: It was 
really good to get to 
meet other people 
too, from our fellow 
finalists to the judges. 
If you believe in your 
business, you can 
allow someone else 
to delve inside. If you 
don’t share, you’ll 
never get any better. 

At the end of the 
day, we’re just a small 
pub on the river in 
Cornwall. It was good 
fun to feel part of 

something bigger and the event itself 
was brilliant. Our St Austell Area 
Manager, Clive Greene, even drove  
up from Cornwall on the day of the 
train strike to be with us. It was such  
a great day. 

The amount  
of marketing and PR  

that comes from  
with being involved  

in the Licensee of the 
Year Award (LOYA)  
is  immense, says  
Nick and Amanda. 

“The BII creates  
a great buzz around the 

competition at every 
stage, especially as 

finalists and winners,  
you become very visible. 

The BII is powerful  
and professional and  
you really benefit by 

being involved.”

CREATING  
A BUZZ



Is your pub match fit for this year’s extra-large 
festive period?  

Office parties, Christmas get togethers and the FIFA World Cup 
are all happening this November and December. Clearly a big 
opportunity, but there are also significant safety risks. That’s why 
we are offering all BII members a FREE compliance safety net.

Got a food safety, fire safety or health & safety question? Our 
safety advice line gives you access to our team of Environmental 
Health Practitioners at the touch of a button. Too much paperwork, 
and not enough time? Take your safety and operational checks 
digital with RiskProof.

To access your FREE compliance safety net scan 
the QR code or visit shieldsafety.co.uk/xlmas

This offer is brought to you by Shield Safety, the award-winning Health & Safety, Fire Safety and Food Safety consultancy.

SCAN ME

The safety net your pub
needs this XLMAS
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Is your pub match fit for this year’s extra-large 
festive period?  

Office parties, Christmas get togethers and the FIFA World Cup 
are all happening this November and December. Clearly a big 
opportunity, but there are also significant safety risks. That’s why 
we are offering all BII members a FREE compliance safety net.

Got a food safety, fire safety or health & safety question? Our 
safety advice line gives you access to our team of Environmental 
Health Practitioners at the touch of a button. Too much paperwork, 
and not enough time? Take your safety and operational checks 
digital with RiskProof.

To access your FREE compliance safety net scan 
the QR code or visit shieldsafety.co.uk/xlmas

This offer is brought to you by Shield Safety, the award-winning Health & Safety, Fire Safety and Food Safety consultancy.

SCAN ME

The safety net your pub
needs this XLMAS

With the festive season 
almost upon us, with 
the added benefit 

(for many, not all) of the FIFA 
World Cup this year, pubs are 
under pressure to maximise 
every trading opportunity, 
while reducing costs and any 
unnecessary spend to get them 
through to spring and Easter 
(April 7-10). 

The big question, when it comes to 
Christmas, is can pubs afford to do 
what they did last year, when labour 
costs are up and utilities and other 
bills are rising dramatically? In short, 
the answer is no – every business 
needs to reap more benefits, operate 
smarter and remain ever nimble. 
Most of all, they’ve got to know their 

business inside out and 
be forensic in how they 
examine their trading 
figures, says industry 
expert and consultant 

Paul Pavli CBII. 

It’s especially hard to 
forecast for 2022-23 when 2019 
remains the last normal Christmas, 
as Covid cases were rising last year 
and many customers remained too 
scared to fully socialise. But forecast 
and plan businesses must, say the 
experts, if pubs are to maximise their 
efficiencies both this winter and over 
the next critical 12-18 months.

Over the next seven pages we gather 
expert opinion on key areas, from 
energy usage to labour costs, and ask 
operators to share their 
thoughts and plans to 
help our members 
remain on track 
this autumn, 
winter and 
beyond.

WHILE SUMMER HAS BEEN ABOUT MAKING HAY WHILE THE SUN SHINES, THIS AUTUMN AND WINTER  
WILL BE ABOUT (W)RINGING THE MOST OUT OF SALES THIS CHRISTMAS, NEW YEAR  

AND, OF COURSE, OVER THE WORLD CUP PERIOD

I n the Chancellor’s Mini Budget, 
on September 23, Kwasi Kwarteng 
announced that the 

Government’s Energy 
Bill Relief Scheme will 
potentially halve  
the cost of business 
energy bills. 

However, while the 
scheme was welcomed, 
the BII’s CEO Steve 
Alton CBII said that it 
did not go far enough. 

“It does not address 
the vulnerability of our 
members’ pubs in every 
community.”

Steve continued that  
most pubs were seeing 
energy bills at least 
double from last year, 

while also facing 
the additional 
inflationary 
pressures, which were increasing  

their every day business costs. 
The BII continues to call for at least  

Trading for recovery

E IS FOR ENERGY

a 50% reduction in business rates for 
2023-24, along with a significant cut in 

duty for draught beer and 
cider. “These measures, 
alongside a reduced rate of 
VAT – and by encouraging 
consumers to continue  
to visit pubs during this 
cost-of-living crisis  
– will be essential to 
ensure their survival.” 

 •  The Chancellor also 
announced, as part  
of Government’s  ‘new 
growth plan’, that the 
planned corporation tax 
rise had been cancelled 
and the basic rate of 
income tax would be cut  
to 19% in April 2023.  
He also reversed the 1.25 
percentage point rise 
in National Insurance 

contributions, which he said “will  
save 920,000 businesses almost 
£10,000 on average next year.” 

The latest BII survey of members revealed the devastating impact  
of rising energy bills. Only one in four members reported (in August) 
being on a fixed priced contract, secured before the price rises, with 
the majority facing huge uncertainty. 

Costs

THE SURVEY 
HIGHLIGHTED  

THAT 

   
of respondents who 
had been quoted for 

new contracts are 
seeing their prices at 
least double from the 
price they were paying 

in August 2022

Two in three of those 
are facing price hikes  
of more than 300%, 

with one in two being 
quoted at 400%+
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Talk to your team about energy saving and get 
them into good habits, including switching lights 
and equipment off when they're not in use. 

Energy experts eEnergy says businesses waste 30% of the energy 
they buy – find out more about eEnergy by turning to p10.

A nthony Pender, Co-Founder of 
Yummy Pubs and the former 

Chair of the BII, said that electricity 
for the two sites was now climbing 
towards £176,000 a year, from 
£89,000 previously, while gas had 
risen from £9,000 to £38,000 for both 
Somers Town and the Victoria.

“For electricity for these two sites, 
we’re on a three-year commitment, 
even if wholesale prices drop. This 
was the best contract – the worst one 
was £540,000 – and I was refused 
by seven major firms, despite 
having an incredibly 
strong balance sheet,” 
he said, adding that 
the highest gas quote 
he had received was 
over £80,000. 

When it comes 
to sharing this 
information with the 
team, Yummy likes to 
express the price hike in 
terms of sales. 

Somers Town’s Operations 
Manager, Aashish Ganatra, 
explains: “For the team, 
we talk about the cost 
increase in terms of the 
extra number of pints 
we need to sell, which is 
an extra 25,000 pints. It’s a 
scary number however you look at it.”

At the sites, Yummy is taking  
a pro-active stance by not only 
talking about the additional sales 
needed, but also in terms of building 
better habits and behaviours. 

Aashish explained, that just doing 
a simple walk-around the pub – 
which in Somers Town’s case is a 
four-storey building, with a four-bed 
Airbnb apartment on the top floor 
and cocktail bar in the basement 
– had delivered some immediate 
savings. For example:

  Lights being left on in 
back-of-house areas and empty 
meeting rooms – team members 
needed to get into the habit of 
switching lights on as they entered 
rooms, or as guests arrived, and 
switching them off again afterwards.

  The cocktail bar, which operates 
Wednesday to Saturday, had the 
fridges left on permanently.  
Storing only non perishable items, 
they can be switched off Sunday to 
Tuesday, creating three days’ worth  

of savings.

  Thinking about what 
kitchen equipment is 
needed. Don’t leave it  
on standby or habitually 
turn everything on, as 
soon as the first person 

arrives at the pub. For 
instance, on the days we 

don’t have fish on the 
menu, we can keep one 
third of our fryers off.

Yummy has also 
installed eEnergy’s 

My ZeRO energy 
measurement platform, 

which gives a business the 
ability to visualise their energy  

consumption at a circuit level. 
Anthony said: “I believe there 

are savings of around 12%, from what 
I’ve seen three weeks in (excluding 
the capital investment). Further 
savings could be made, but require 
more capital investment, which is 
something I am looking at.”

Yummy's Aashish added: “It’s 
key to get staff talking about energy 
saving and working in ways that save 
energy. For instance, at close down, 
we have the Chef and Duty Manager 
running a checklist, floor-by-floor,  
to make sure everything is shut  
down properly.” 

Yummy Pubs' London sites, Somers Town Coffee House 
and The Victoria Inn, have seen electricity  
costs double, while gas has more than quadrupled. 

SAVE 30%  
IN ENERGY COSTS 
Cutting waste remains the fastest way 
for a small business to save money on 
their energy bills, adds Tobias.

“Most businesses waste 30% of the 
power they purchase, for instance, 
by leaving external lights on when it’s 

bright blue skies outside. 
Ask yourself, is the 

equipment in your 
kitchens energy 
efficient? Are 
your taps leaking, 
or is everything 

performing 
properly,”  

says Tobias. 

“When was the last time you looked 
at your lighting? If you still have old, 
inefficient light bulbs, upgrade to LED. 
This will instantly bring your energy 
bills down. Consider all factors and  
take action and deploy solutions.” 

WHAT TO DO
UTILITIES – CASE STUDY

Yummy Pubs reacts  
to rising energy costsMarketing Director at eEnergy, 

Tobias Costar said businesses 
that fixed their energy prices 
three years ago have been facing 
the biggest increases, as much 
as 600%. His advice is:

• IF YOU’RE ON A FIXED CONTRACT 
FOR TWO YEARS OR MORE, then  
you are okay

•  IF YOU HAVE LESS THAN 12 
MONTHS LEFT ON YOUR CONTRACT, 
you need to start looking at your 
options – opportunities will arise and 
you may want to act

•  IF YOU’RE OUT OF CONTRACT,  
then speak to an energy consultant

“The best advice we can give is to  
be pro-active. The longer you leave  
it to renew your energy contracts,  
the fewer options you have.”

He adds: “One pub we work with has 
seen their gas increase from £9,000 
to £38,000 and their electricity from 
£89,000 to £176,000 in 2022. That’s  
a total increase of £116,000, and  
that's a lot of extra pints to have to sell, 
in order to just cover the price rise.” 
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E veryone is currently focused on 
rising utility bills and the cost-
of-living crisis, but labour still 

remains the biggest variable cost and 
the one that you, as a pub operator, can 
do something about, explains James 
Rowe, the Sales Account Manager 
at S4Labour, a leading provider of 
intuitive labour management software.  

“Our experience is that 95% of the 
leased and tenanted (L&T) sector have 
no solutions and don’t look at labour 
spend in comparison to sales.”

Matt Sweetman, S4Labour’s 
Growth & Marketing 
Manager, continues: “As 
we approach Christmas, 
your people and their 
productivity are what 
will cap sales. 

“Every operator will be 
doing more to sell more, from 
providing a better offer and service 
to serving beer quicker. Planning your 
staff rotas will be key to ensuring you 
don’t cap your sales because you don’t 
have enough people in place. 

“This is down to understanding  
your customer base and knowing your  
operation, which is about seeing 
what you did on this day last week, 

last month and last year and using 
the combination of the data and your 
intuition to get even better results. 

“You can’t afford to just leave it 
to your front-of-house or kitchen 
manager to over or under spend on 
staffing,” says Matt.

James adds: “Labour costs are huge 
and every pub should be focused on 
this. Currently we are in a situation 
where pubs are on average 10% short  
of staff or carrying too many people, 
because they don’t want to risk having 

to recruit in this climate.”
He continues: “There’s going 

to be a lot of pain for many 
businesses from October 
onwards, as they pay off 
bank debt and face higher 

than ever bills. But looking 
after customers and giving 

people a strong reason to visit will 
remain key.”

Getting to grips with your daily 
labour spend by gaining full visibility 
of labour costs, by day and by hour is 
crucial, adds James, so that you can 
move team hours around the rota to 
suit trade fluctuations and reschedule 
‘slack’ hours, while keeping stress to  
a minimum during service. 

Labour

Sustainability

While labour remains the biggest variable cost for pubs, at around 30% 
of outgoings, utility bills are now ahead of rents in terms of outgoings 
for many leased and tenanted operations. Therefore, being able to rota  
accurately, in order to make savings, has never been more important. 

Staffing this winter The BBPA estimates that the 
average cost of avoidable food 
waste to a pub business is 41p 
per meal. 

Food waste comes 
from food 
preparation (45%), 
spoilage (21%) 
and customer 
plates (34%). Take 
action on food 
waste by measuring 
and monitoring – start 
by using three bins (for prep, 
spoilage and plate waste).

Once you can see where the 
problems are, develop an action 
plan to reduce the wastage:

  review stock management 
and food delivery processes  
for items with a short shelf life

  run your own chef master 
classes to help them reduce 
waste during prep

  look at ways to improve 
menu planning, as well as 
giving customers the option  
not to be served food they  
won't eat, such as certain veg,  
or side dishes. 

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT  
FOOD WASTE: Google WRAP

FOOD  
SERVES UP  
£357M IN WASTE
Food waste costs the 
pub sector £357m a year, 
according to the British  
Beer & Pub Association 
(BBPA), with the average  
pub throwing away £8,000  
a year.

S4LABOUR’S TOP TIP…

S4Labour says it’s ‘Smart tech’ solution can solve real problems, save time  
and improve productivity, as well as help businesses get to grips with labour spend,  
and help put smaller businesses on the same playing field as the larger, multiple operators. 

Taking the industry standard of £200 takings per labour hour  
(£120 food/£80 drink), by juggling just one hour effectively around  
the rota can reap an extra £10k per year in additional revenue.

Turn to page 26 to find out  
more about S4Labour.
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OPERATE WITH THE MINDSET OF A START-UP BUSINESS and know exactly  
how much you need to take each day in order to cover your costs.

KNOW YOUR BREAKEVEN POINT  
and aim to exceed it.

Accountants! 
SCAN HERE for a list of 
our Accredited Advisors

W hile a sales growth of 
29% may be needed to 
stand still at 2019 figures, 

Paul Pavli CBII says in the short term, 
stability of a business means more than 
chasing previous year’s revenues.

“I don’t think we should just be 
thinking about pre-Covid profit levels, 
but more about remaining stable  
and making some money. Look at  
what you’re taking a week, and the 
profit you’re making on that, when  
all the costs have been taken  
into consideration. 

“Think about where 
you will be, if costs 
rise. Businesses 
that renewed their 
energy in spring 
this year faced 3.5 
times increase, but 
now bills may see a 5x  
increase. When you factor  
all these figures in, ask yourself 
‘can you still make a profit’?” He 
adds: “My experience is that most 
businesses are passing on a 10% rise 
to consumers, and/or re-engineering 
their menus to make more money, 
such as reducing portion sizes, buying 
cheaper cuts of meat, etc.”

PAUL ADVISED PUBS TO OPERATE 
WITH THE MINDSET OF A START-UP 
BUSINESS, FOR INSTANCE:
•    Where you can, keep cash in the 

bank
•    Forecast what you need to make  

over the next 12-18 months
•    Open your pub each day knowing 

exactly what you need take, ie, you 
need £400 to cover your costs

•    Think long-term. It’s not about 
today, it’s about the next 4-8 
weeks, 6-12 and 12-18 months

Paul also advises not to squeeze 
consumers too much. “Remember, 
if they have £30 a week to spend and 

Business

This summer, industry expert and consultant Paul Pavli CBII carried out some analysis, using data  
from the pubcos, to reveal that to stand still on 2019’s profits, operators needed to be producing  
like-for-like sales growth of 29%. However, it's not just about sales comparison. 

BE A SMARTER OPERATOR  
– KNOW YOUR DATA

they like to go to the pub twice 
a week, if a £15 night out 

becomes a £20 night out, 
the pub will lose that £10, 
as they’ll stay at home 
for a takeaway on that 

second night.”
Paul adds that while pubs 

concentrate on costs, customers were 
equally focused on getting great value 
for money and a fabulous experience. 
“Consumers understand 
that they have to pay 
more, but they will not 
put up with poor service 
or a bad experience,”  
he says.

TIME TO TALK
Take time to drill down 
into the financial detail 
and make forecasts and budgets to 
navigate a way through the next 12-18 
months.

Paul advises: “After you’ve made 
the forecasts and budgeted for the 
next 12-18 months, if you see that your 
variable costs have increased by x and 

that you won’t be able to pay your rent 
or mortgage, this is the time to take 
that forecast to your bank and pubco. 
Show them and ask for support. If 
you’re a good operator, they will listen. 

“Like a start-up, if you know your 
figures in forensic detail, you will know 
how many months you can afford to 
make a £5,000 loss, and again speak 
to the bank or HMRC about how you 
can extend the terms of the loan. 
Remember, they want the cash rather 
than a default.

“Every pub needs to be better when 
it comes to the detail,” says Paul, 
adding that it’s not just about profit, 
it’s also about how much cash you have 
in the business. He adds that if you 
can’t do figures, or don’t have the tech 
to do it for you, have a “bloody good 
accountant” to provide the numbers 
for you. 

“CONSUMERS 
UNDERSTAND 
THAT THEY HAVE 
TO PAY MORE,  
BUT WILL NOT PUT 
UP WITH POOR 
SERVICE OR A BAD 
EXPERIENCE”

“Know your weekly sales data, your 
labour costs, rent, food and drink, and 

forecast your energy.  
If energy doubles in 
price, where does that 
leave you?

“If you have cash in 
the bank, think about 
how you can exploit the 
current situation, where 
the next opportunity 
is, what investment can 
you make to ensure you 

do even better? Ask yourself, what’s 
the next big thing you can work on? 

“It’s all about consumer engagement, 
because if they have £30 to spend on 
going out, you want to make sure they 
plan to spend it at your pub.” 
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BE FORENSIC WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR FIGURES: drill down  
and know what's coming in and going out, and what you need  
to keep your business healthy over the next 12-18 months.

GATHER CUSTOMER DATA at every 
opportunity and keep it up-to-date.

Customer service is what counts, according to our BII Licensee of the 
Year Award finalists, Michael Pearson MBII and Charlotte Salaman MBII. 

BUSINESS – CASE STUDY:

The Wych Elm,  
Kingston upon Thames

A s someone who grew up in  
a pub and whose early career 

was forged as a manager of top quality 
hotels, Michael says: “You are nothing 
without great customer service. 

“We’re passionate about innkeeping 
and the role of the innkeeper is 
about being the cornerstone of your 
community.”

Be data driven
When it comes to growing the business,  
Michael says it’s 100% about data 
capture. “Collect names, addresses 
and telephone numbers when booking 
customers, by having a business card 
draw or through advertising. If we put 
an ad in the local newspaper, we make 
sure it’s something they have to cut out 
and bring with them – filled in. 

“Every initiative we do, we make 
sure we collect customer data.” 
Managing that data is key too, with 

Michael checking it and 
bringing it up-to-date every 
month. He also stresses the 
importance of inputting any 
new customer information 
straight-away, to avoid it 
getting lost. 

“Running a pub is 
more than just operating 

a business. It’s about maintaining an 
outstanding product, marketing and 
building a team around you that can  
help you keep all the various plates 
spinning in order to grow the business.”

Michael and Charlotte held a ‘cost-
of-living crisis’ staff meeting this 
summer where they discussed ideas like 
creating sustainable dishes on the menu 
and other measures. “We have a £10 
special on during the week and we’ve 
been coming up with other creative 
ideas on the food front, to make sure we 
can sustain two-courses for £20, which 
generates footfall. 

“The worst thing that can happen is 
that you can’t pay the bills, and unless 
people are coming through the door, 
you won’t be able to,” says Michael. 

Ask yourself ‘what if?’
In addition to contingency planning, 
in terms of the food offer and pricing, 
Michael and Charlotte are cutting down 
on energy consumption, by turning 
lights and equipment off when they 
are not in use. They are also coming up 
with ‘what if’ scenarios, to examine 
the impact of different measures. For 
instance, what if we close on Mondays 
and Tuesdays, or close for the month of 
January, what will the savings be? 

“I look at the figures all the time 
and our book-keeper produces 
management accounts on a monthly 

basis. I examine real time sales and cost 
of sales. You have to keep your finger 
on the pulse, so that you can see where 
you are from one month to the next. 

“One of the best business tips 
I have is to know your breakeven 
point – that’s not just knowing about 
rent, utility costs, etc, but about 
your margins, sales mix, every cost, 
including your salary and what you 
need to live on. Ours includes paying 
into our pensions, dividends too. Find 
your breakeven, set it as a target and 
aim to exceed it.”

MICHAEL’S  
BEST BUSINESS  
CHECKLIST: 
Know your breakeven point  
and aim to exceed it.

When spending or making 
investments, think about how 
much money you’ll need to  
make back. As a quick calculation,  
I say that if I’m spending £100, I’ll need  
to make £300 back, just to cover the 
actual expenditure.

Automate everything: from 
every dish on the menu to your 
ordering system and supply 
chain. We operate a ‘painting by 
numbers’ system, where everyone can 
do everything. It’s good to know that 
when we’re not there, the pub (thanks  
to the team) can run itself. 

As well as your CCTV, have  
a till system that you can access 
remotely. We have everything from 
our events to our kitchen function  
sheets accessible on DropBox.  
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TOP TIPS & 
SOUNDBITES

78% of people are more like to visit a pub if live music is on,  
according to research by music platform GigRealm.

KEEP DRIVING  
FOOTFALL 

Entertainment Profit from sport

Every piece of research is telling us the importance  
of entertainment, in terms of giving consumers a reason to leave 
home and spend their hard-earned cash at the pub. 

A ccording to new research  
by live music platform, 
GigRealm, conducted by  

CGA in July 2022:.
  78% of people are more likely  

to visit a pub if live music is on
  76% would stay longer and spend 

more on drinks, if 
live music was on
  69% agree that 

live music is a great 
experience to enjoy – 
even on a low budget
  85% say that  

a combined live 
sports and live music 
offering is something 
they would like to  
see more of

“People are crazy for live music 
and entertainment right now,” says 
Tom Brady, Co-Founder of GigRealm. 
“Finding exciting, up-and-coming 
new bands in your area is key to 

drawing customers into your pub and 
keeping them interested. And don’t 
forget, with live bands, there is also the 
added benefit that the musicians will 
bring along their own fan base, which 
is great for the pub’s sales and also in 
terms of exposure to a new clientele.”

Figures from the 
Musicians’ Union Live 
Music Venue Advice 2021 
research, shows that live 
music can boost wet sales 
by as much as 60%.

The opportunity goes 
further than just hosting 
a live music night.  
“A massive 86% of  
people surveyed say that 
a combined live sports 

and music offer would make them  
stay in a pub for longer. There is a real  
appetite to watch the match and then 
continue to stay at the pub for an 
evening of live music,” says Tom. 

When advertising  
forthcoming entertainment, 
whether it's music or showing 
the World Cup live on TV, Sky 
says that social media is a key 
part of any marketing plan.

In terms of maximising events,  
Sky's research shows that 30%  
of sports fans use social media to 
find a venue, a figure that 
has doubled since 
2019, especially 
among the 18-34 
year olds (Ipsos 
OOH viewing 
Panel May 2022). 

Sky research also 
found that 64% 
of returning sports 
viewers are more likely to go back 
to a pub where they've watched live 
sport, even when not intending to 
see a game (Ipsos OOH Viewing Panel 
Oct 2021). And among those who 
watch sport, the average monthly 
spend on eating and drinking out is 
£126 per month, a 47% increase on 
consumers visiting pubs/bars and 
not watching sport (CGA Brand Track 
Aug/Oct 21). With 71% returning 
regulars getting to the pub in 
advance of the game. 

“FINDING EXCITING,  
UP-AND-COMING 
NEW BANDS IN 
YOUR AREA IS 
KEY TO DRAWING 
CUSTOMERS INTO 
YOUR PUB AND 
KEEPING THEM 
INTERESTED”

SHOWING SPORT  
KEEPS FANS  
RETURNING  
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U nderstanding your target 
market – having established 
why you believe it’s good and 

beneficial for your business – is crucial 
in terms of everything you do: from 
the products you sell to the marketing 
methods you use.

And if you want to be a traditional 
community pub that appeals to 
everyone, then be the best. 

  Have a better range of 
interesting children’s 
dishes. Things kids 
want (and will 
encourage their 
parents to visit) 
alongside some 
healthy and good 
value meals that 
would appeal  to 
mum, dad, etc, too.

  Take the pressure 
off parents by giving 
youngsters something 
to keep them busy, from 
healthy nibbles while the 
food is coming, to colouring 
pads, Lego and puzzles.

  Great tasting coffee and tea  
– pubs sometimes miss a trick  
when it comes to hot beverages.  

Marketing & offer

Be a chameleon during different day parts: coffee 
shop vibe in the mornings to vibrant bar at night.

Have a range of low and no alcoholic products to stop 
customers taking the easy option of ordering tap water.

What is your USP – your unique selling point? In other words, why would someone choose 
your venue over another pub, restaurant, café or bar nearby?

Honing your offer  
to make it sharp and smart

What's your experience with hot beverages and low and no 
alcohol drinks? We’d love to hear your success stories, so please  
get in touch by emailing the Editor: Kate.Oppenheim@BII.org

Be a chameleon during 
the different day parts. For 

instance, in the mornings and 
mid-afternoons, create  

a coffee shop ambience by 
using different A-board 
messaging to present a more 

café-style offer. Talk about 
your coffee beans and their 

flavours, as you would about your 
cask and craft ales.

  Low and no: does your 
drinks range have good 
quality and interesting  
no-alcohol products?  
Don’t let customers 
opt for a glass of tap 
water when they’re 
not drinking 
alcohol, but 
tempt them 
with your range 
of low and no. 

IN THE NO  
(AND LOW)…

 of UK adults are  
trying to cut down on alcohol 
consumption

 of adult pub visits  
don’t include the consumption  
of alcohol

 will default to tap water 
in hospitality venues, if they’re 
not drinking alcohol 

 of UK adults have tried  
  a low or no alcohol drink

Research courtesy of KAM 
Low+No 2022 The Customer 
Perspective report, in 
partnership with Lucky Saint



The biggest and most variable cost within our businesses is labour and, like all other costs, it is steadily rising. While many 
conscientious operators are examining efficiency, looking at beer wastage and electricity consumption, there is good reason 
for operators to do even more: asking how can the biggest of all these controllable costs, labour, be better managed?

A data-driven approach that is 
simple to use and makes a difference 
where it counts is on hand. S4labour’s 
intuitive labour management 
system gives operators full visibility 
of their labour costs vs. revenue 
in-week; the prerequisite to labour 
scheduling that puts people in the 
right place, at the right time. With 
such clarity, the potential gains are 
quite remarkable. An hour of labour 
misallocated in a shift will quickly 
negate any and all other cost saving 
exercises. Taking one hour out of a 
shift when things are quiet saves 
around £700 - £800 a year, and 
having that labour scheduled in 
the right place can easily generate 
£200 of additional sales per hour. 
As with all revolutionary technology, 
this has now moved to the masses, 
available to anyone who is inclined 
to get a grip of their labour costs.

Get to Grips
with Your Daily 
Labour Spend

S4labour

All EmployeesAll Employees
Employees Hours

35 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Monday 22/8/2022 - Sunday 28/8/2022
FOH | BOH

Template

Flag

Cost
£445

Total Hours
Cost £

170.5
2,102

186.5
2,232

161
1,932

201
2,412

181
2,172

238.5
2,862

242.5
2,910

1381.05
£17,081.34

Template: Mid year sell Template

Labour

Deployment

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

Mon

Drink
Food
Accom
Events
Total Sales

Rooms
Occupancy (%)

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Total

Budget:  £16,396
Actual:  £17,081
Variance:  £684.84 (1.3%)

Sales
Forecast:  £55,336
Actual:  £54,520
Variance:  £816 (1.4%)
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Slack - Take out Hours Stress - Add in Hours Spot On
Weekly Area Totals

10-11am 11-12pm 12-1pm 1-2pm 2-3pm 3-4pm 4-5pm 5-6pm 6-7pm 7-8pm 8-9pm 9-10pm 10-11pm 11-0am 0-1am

Sales

Add Vacant

Trudy Wormall

CHEF

Martin Halford

CHEF

Wendy Martin

CHEF

Emma Fox

CHEF

Emma Fox
CHEF

Robert White
CHEF

Rachel 
Gatehouse

WAITER

Alex Smith
CHEF

Sam Jones

Robert White

CHEF

WAITER

Alex Smith

CHEFCHEF

Sam Jones

Rachel Gatehouse

WAITER

WAITER

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

Sun Total

Total Hours
Cost £

170.5
2,102

186.5
2,232

161
1,932

201
2,412Add Vacant

CHEF

Sam Jones

WAITER

Spot On

Pe
op

le

10

5

0
9-10am

Slack - Too many peopleStress - Not enough people Standard Line - Till revenue

10-11am 11-12pm 12-1pm 1-2pm 2-3pm 3-4pm 4-5pm 5-6pm 6-7pm 7-8pm 8-9pm 9-10pm 10-11pm 11-0am 0-1am

www.s4labour.co.uk

this has now moved to the masses, 
available to anyone who is inclined 
to get a grip of their labour costs.
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P  ubs are between a rock and  
a hard place, with many 
venues battling against 
either an average 

10% shortfall in their 
team numbers or are 
carrying additional 
people, just to avoid 
having to recruit in the 
current climate, says 
S4Labour’s James Rowe.

Thinking smarter 
has become the mantra 
of businesses striving to stay 
ahead, with a huge focus on staff 
retention – from great training, 
to putting people on a career path 
and providing great incentives. 
Attracting young people while still 
at school, college or university is 
something award-winning operators 
Flo Pearce and Joe Buckley, at the 
Tollemache Arms in Harrington, 
Northamptonshire, do to generate 

their very own talent pipeline.
Creating positive vibes about 

hospitality and the amazing career 
opportunities pubs offer is top 

of the list, when it comes to 
spreading the word that 

this is a sector that is fun, 
offers flexibility and takes 
you on a career path that 
can lead you from KP or 

glass collector 
to the senior 

leadership team  
and the board room. 

But there is still much 
work to do, as Greene 
King’s Chief People Officer 
Andrew Bush reveals 
in his Viewpoint article 
(p50-51). His company’s 
latest research found 
that three in five young 
people see hospitality jobs as short-
term, with only 28% of GenZ’s saying 

that they’d consider working in the 
sector for a long-term career – with 
82% identifying a lack of career 
progression. 

Staying positive about our industry 
is key. Recruitment expert Dawn 
Bowstead CBII, Founder of Hospitality 
Jobs UK, says: “It has been tough the  
past few years, yet we’re here and 
we’ve got through it. We need to always  

remember positivity 
starts within.

“One of the easiest 
ways to showcase 
hospitality as a great 
place to work is by 
remaining positive, 
even in tough times, 
then people will 
want to stay or to 
work in hospitality.  
And remember, make  

the changes that you want to see and 
positive things will happen.” 

“ONE OF THE 
EASIEST WAYS 
TO SHOWCASE 
HOSPITALITY AS 
A GREAT PLACE 
TO WORK IS 
BY REMAINING 
POSITIVE, EVEN  
IN TOUGH TIMES”

People & Training
Staff vacancies continue to be a huge burden for hospitality. It’s not just about trying to fill the rotas, 

but shortages are also resulting in poor customer reviews and lost revenue. In the run-up to last 
Christmas, according to a UKHospitality survey, respondents reported an average loss  

of 17% in sales due to staff shortages.

The biggest and most variable cost within our businesses is labour and, like all other costs, it is steadily rising. While many 
conscientious operators are examining efficiency, looking at beer wastage and electricity consumption, there is good reason 
for operators to do even more: asking how can the biggest of all these controllable costs, labour, be better managed?

A data-driven approach that is 
simple to use and makes a difference 
where it counts is on hand. S4labour’s 
intuitive labour management 
system gives operators full visibility 
of their labour costs vs. revenue 
in-week; the prerequisite to labour 
scheduling that puts people in the 
right place, at the right time. With 
such clarity, the potential gains are 
quite remarkable. An hour of labour 
misallocated in a shift will quickly 
negate any and all other cost saving 
exercises. Taking one hour out of a 
shift when things are quiet saves 
around £700 - £800 a year, and 
having that labour scheduled in 
the right place can easily generate 
£200 of additional sales per hour. 
As with all revolutionary technology, 
this has now moved to the masses, 
available to anyone who is inclined 
to get a grip of their labour costs.

Get to Grips
with Your Daily 
Labour Spend

S4labour

All EmployeesAll Employees
Employees Hours

35 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Monday 22/8/2022 - Sunday 28/8/2022
FOH | BOH

Template

Flag

Cost
£445

Total Hours
Cost £

170.5
2,102

186.5
2,232

161
1,932

201
2,412

181
2,172

238.5
2,862

242.5
2,910

1381.05
£17,081.34

Template: Mid year sell Template

Labour

Deployment

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

Mon

Drink
Food
Accom
Events
Total Sales

Rooms
Occupancy (%)

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Total

Budget:  £16,396
Actual:  £17,081
Variance:  £684.84 (1.3%)

Sales
Forecast:  £55,336
Actual:  £54,520
Variance:  £816 (1.4%)
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Slack - Take out Hours Stress - Add in Hours Spot On
Weekly Area Totals

10-11am 11-12pm 12-1pm 1-2pm 2-3pm 3-4pm 4-5pm 5-6pm 6-7pm 7-8pm 8-9pm 9-10pm 10-11pm 11-0am 0-1am

Sales

Add Vacant

Trudy Wormall

CHEF

Martin Halford

CHEF

Wendy Martin

CHEF

Emma Fox

CHEF

Emma Fox
CHEF

Robert White
CHEF

Rachel 
Gatehouse

WAITER

Alex Smith
CHEF

Sam Jones

Robert White

CHEF

WAITER

Alex Smith

CHEFCHEF

Sam Jones

Rachel Gatehouse

WAITER

WAITER

£
£
£
£
£

£
%

£
£
£
£
£

Sun Total

Total Hours
Cost £

170.5
2,102

186.5
2,232

161
1,932

201
2,412Add Vacant

CHEF

Sam Jones

WAITER

Spot On
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0
9-10am

Slack - Too many peopleStress - Not enough people Standard Line - Till revenue

10-11am 11-12pm 12-1pm 1-2pm 2-3pm 3-4pm 4-5pm 5-6pm 6-7pm 7-8pm 8-9pm 9-10pm 10-11pm 11-0am 0-1am

www.s4labour.co.uk

this has now moved to the masses, 
available to anyone who is inclined 
to get a grip of their labour costs.

FINDING GREAT PEOPLE AND KEEPING VACANCIES FILLED IS CHALLENGING FOR THE MAJORITY  
OF PUB OPERATORS, WITH WINTER AND THE FESTIVE PERIOD LOOMING, WE SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS 

FOR THEIR VIEWS ON WHAT’S AHEAD AND ASK OPERATORS TO SHARE THEIR STRATEGIES
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W   inners of the BII NITAs 
2022 Best Training 
Programme: Individual 

Operator Awards, Flo says that 
regular advertising and social media 
marketing keeps new CVs flowing in. 
Facebook, she adds, is an important 
player in the mix, as customers with 
families aged 15+ use it and want their 
children to work at the Tolly, as 
the pub is known locally.

Over the summer, the 
Tolly’s experienced team 
members (including 
university students and 
senior members of staff) 
shadow and mentor new 
and younger members of 
staff. As the university students 
drift away in September, the Tolly has 
well-trained and enthusiastic team 
members ready, willing and able to step 
up and fully take on their new role.

Flo says: “We are passionate about 
promoting the opportunities that 
come with a career in hospitality. We 
like to take our time with young staff 
members, as it’s important not to 
overload them, but to give them bite 
size chunks that will help them fly.”

When it comes to the 15-year-olds, 

they work in four-hour 
windows, doing two or three 

shifts a week. 
“We spend a lot of time with them  

and they shadow senior members of 
staff, learning everything about wine, 
beer and service. It’s also about them 
learning how to interact with the 
customers before progressing  
to clearing tables and asking 
customers if they’d like 
a dessert, etc, to 
slowly build their 
confidence.”

NITAs Award Winners and BII Licensee of the Year Award 2022 finalists: Flo Pearce MBII runs the 
Tollemache Arms in Harrington, Northamptonshire, with partner Joe Buckley MBII. Together  
they have created an award-winning training programme that appeals to school leavers and young 
people, and provides the pub with a pipeline that pumps out fresh and enthusiastic new talent. 

Top training programme 
creates talent pipeline

Flo says that they 
monitor emails and 
social media constantly, 
and when someone 
gets in touch, they will 
respond by saying (if 
they have vacancies) 
‘Thanks for getting in 
touch. Would you like to 
come in for an interview?’ 
If they don’t have a 
vacancy, they’ll say: 

‘Thank you, we’re not 
currently taking anyone 
on for another month, 
while we’re training, but 
we will be back in touch 
soon’.

Flo says they don’t go 
by people’s CV, adding 
that it’s often easier to 
train someone with no 
previous hospitality 
experience. 

“We always invite 
them in for an interview, 
because we believe if 
they’ve taken the time 
to apply or call, they 
deserve a chance to  
come in. We will talk 
them through our 
culture and standards, 
and if the interview goes 
well, we’ll invite them in 
for a trial shift,” says Flo. 

COST SAVINGS  
– THE TOLLY WAY

  Look at your bookings and  
the rota. If there are no bookings 
until 7.30pm, then we’ll start people  
a bit later. Being smart with your  
rotas is about knowing who will be 
coming through the door at what 
time, says Flo.

  The Tolly closes every 
afternoon (except on Saturdays), 

from 3.30pm until 5pm, to 
allow the team to have a break 
and get the place ready and 
sparkling again. Flo says: “All 
day opening doesn’t work to 
our advantage, in terms of our 
outgoings and overheads.  

To have someone standing 
behind the bar with all the lights 

on, just in case a customer comes in, 
doesn’t make sense.”

  Closed for holidays in January. 
“Last year we closed for a week after 
New Year, to give our team time off. 
This year, we are closing for 10-days.  
It gives Joe and I time to do some jobs 
too. Last year we redid the bar area.”

  Get teams thinking about 
energy – by asking them to switch 
lights and equipment off that’s not 
being used. 

THE TOLLY’S  
RECRUITMENT PROCESS

The Tolly always responds immediately when people  
get in contact about a job/vacancy. 
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FLO’S THREE TIPS  
TO KEEP STAFF 
ENGAGED:

1 NEVER OVERWORK  
YOUR TEAM!

2 DO LOTS OF TRAINING  
Don’t neglect the older and 

experienced team members 
either, as regular training 
will keep challenging them. 
Everyone needs to be kept on 
their toes and fully focused 
on their job. Being given new 
responsibilities or retesting 
their knowledge is a great  
way to keep it fresh. 

3 PROVIDE INCENTIVES  
The Tolly runs a team-

based incentive programme, 
which mixes capabilities, age 
and length of service. Points 
are scored on both sales-
related initiatives, as well as 
‘being a good person’, which 
might be giving someone a lift 
into work or getting a mention 
on TripAdvisor. Teams are 
swapped around regularly, to 

make it fair and give 
everyone a chance 

of winning. Each 
month, the 
winning team 
is treated  
to a night out,  
a lovely dinner 

with food they 
may not have 

experienced before, or 
an evening of entertainment, 
in an arcade with mini golf, 
bowling, etc. 

With labour being the third highest but most 
controllable cost, it says that by embracing tech 
you’ll increase the visibility of your staff costs – and 
clearly see where savings can be made – save time 
and increase productivity to maximise sales. 

TECH CAN HELP CONTROL LABOUR COSTS
S4Labour, which provides smart tech  
to improve productivity, launched  
a campaign for operators to Get to grips 
with your daily labour spend. 

Recruitment

Respond to enquiries 
about a job/vacancy 
quickly. In a survey HJUK 
did, we found that 78% 
of people responding to 
job ads wanted to hear 
back within three days, 
whereas pubs didn’t 
reply for about a week.

Encourage prospective 
employees to pop in 
and talk to you.  
Have a chat and if they 
have a great personality 
and are someone you’d 
like to employ, tell them 
you’ll be in touch when  
a job arises. You may  
end up with 30 people  
on your books, but it  
will mean you should  
be able to fill vacancies 
more quickly. 

Be flexible with your 
hours – don’t just think 
about finding full-time 
members of staff, but 
consider taking on two or 
three part-timers to fill 
a role. 

Talk to the local 
schools, colleges and 
universities – find 
opportunities to 
engage directly with 
the students.  
Say you own the pub 
around the corner and 
talk to them about the 
sort of work they could 
be doing, how much they 
will earn, training (from 
social media marketing 
to cocktail making) to 
incentives and bonus 
schemes. Give them  

your email address/
contact details and tell 
them how to apply.

Offer a retention 
bonus to encourage 
staff to stay on  
board until the end  
of January.  
It could be £250, or  
a percentage of sales,  
for instance.

Utilise your  
Facebook and  
social media.  
The next time you put  
a message out, whether 
it’s about your menu or 
opening hours, mention 
you’re always looking  
for great people to join 
your team. 

TOP RECRUITMENT ADVICE
Dawn Bowstead CBII, Founder of Hospitality  
Jobs UK (HJUK), advises:
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A   warded the Investors In 
People (IIP) Platinum Award 
three years in a row, an award 

only given to the highest performing 
companies, BBG’s teams are 
also the only group to 
have responded to the  
IIP survey with  
a 100% YES to the 
question: “Would 
you recommend 
Beds and Bars as a 
place to work?” BBG 
also won BII NITAs 
Employee Wellbeing 
Award this year. 

Training 
Manager 
Chance Fisher 
exemplifies the 
BBG ethos. He 
came to the UK from 
New Zealand five years 
ago and got a bartenders 
role at Belushi’s in 
Greenwich, SE London. 

Five years on and 

Chance is one of 26 BBG team 
members celebrating five years with 
the business. The company is also 
celebrating and recognising 26 people 

with 10 years’ service and four 
people with 15 years’ service. 

Chance, who is now 
heading up the HR 

department for the 
UK and Europe, says 
his five years with 
BBG has been about 

opportunities, career 
progression and having 

fun. He explains: “It was 
all down to my General 

Manager, Hamish. Six months 
into the job and he allowed me to 
progress to Supervisor. Another six 

months later, I was training to be 
the Assistant Manager, before 

taking on that role. 
“In New Zealand, I’d 

attempted to do a university 
degree twice, had been a 

fork lift truck driver, been  
a labourer and so on.  

When it comes to people, few companies do it better  
than Beds & Bars Group (BBG), the pan-European hostel  
and bar operator, with brands including St Christopher’s  
Inns and Belushi’s 

SOLID TRAINING  
AND CREATING  
A PEOPLE CULTURE  
IS A WINNER 

I didn’t know what I wanted to do, but 
when I arrived here, I decided to give 
hospitality a crack,” he says.

“In your first three to four months 
in hospitality it can be a lot of fun, 
and the way Hamish managed his 
team, which is indicative of our 
company culture, is by making us all 
feel like we were one family. Many of 
us were travellers and had arrived in 
the UK alone. Polish, Aussies, Kiwis, 
South Africans, Jamaicans… we were 
a multicultural group who came 
together as one family: we spent our 
first Christmas and New Year together, 
we worked together, drank and went 
out together.”

Creating an exciting, fresh, 
supportive and fun environment 

Tanya Williams FBII 
of The Polgooth Inn in 
Polgooth, Cornwall, 
who with husband Alex 
won BII’s Licensee of 
the Year Award in 2018, 
talks about recruitment 
and people issues in the 
Pioneering Pub People 
Podcast with BII’s  
Molly Davis CBII. 

The Polgooth, like many pubs, has  
its kitchen team on a four-day week,  
to help give the busy chefs a better  
work-life balance. Tanya says: “We are 
strict about our staff getting their days 
and time off, which all means we have  
to employ more people to cover, so  
we can authorise holidays and juggle  
shifts around.

“It is a headache for us, as a 
management team, but it works for the 
staff. More of the people we’ve taken on 

MANAGING PEOPLE’S  
EXPECTATIONS
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Polgooth Inn @Polgooth_inn

Thanks to @beermarketeer for 
another great training season  
with our team

“HAVING A GREAT ON-BOARDING PROGRAMME 
IS ESSENTIAL, AS WHAT HAPPENS ON SOMEONE’S 
FIRST DAY, OR IN THEIR FIRST WEEK OR MONTH, 
MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE”

CHANCE’S  
TOP TIPS

Allow people to make 
mistakes and learn from them.

It’s hard to find and retain people, 
but getting them to buy into your 

company culture means they  
will want to stick with you.

Give them training and the 
chance to progress

Allow them the ability to self-help, 
let them have information at their 
fingertips, so if there’s stuff they 
can’t remember, they will know  

where to look it up

is key to 
retaining staff 
– especially 
during the all-
important first 
few months. 
With many 
hospitality 

workers leaving within three months, 
making sure they’re properly 
supported, encouraged and valued is 
key, says Chance.

At BBG, Chance explains: “There’s 
always something new going on 
within the business that makes you 
want to stay. For instance, we recently 
celebrated our 40th year at our pub, 
the Hercules Pillars in Holborn, where 
we held our Summer Party. In two 

weeks’ time, we’re taking some of 
our outstanding team members 
away for a four-day sailing trip, 
and then we will have our St 

Christopher’s Hostel 
Conference in 
Barcelona for two 
days, where our 
hostel managers 
will present on 
three subjects: 
the importance 
of training, 

the importance of ratings and the 
importance of building a team culture.” 

Having a great on-boarding 
programme is essential, as what 
happens on someone’s first day, or  
in their first week or month, makes  
all the difference. 

“Our programme ensures we follow 
up with them, offer them training 
and reassess to see if they need more 
training and support. We give them 
opportunities to meet people 
from our different sites 
too. We’ve done a lot of 
work on our training 
programmes and 
on-boarding 
procedures and we 
never stop looking 
for ways to evolve, 
adapt and make 
things even better.”

BBG encourages people to have  
a say, and has an ‘ultra’ board, made 
up of people of different ages and 

backgrounds, who get 
to discuss what the 

business is doing and 
what direction we 
should be moving 
in. They get the 
opportunity to 
present their 

ideas to the main 
board. We’re also 

doing a lot of work on 
sustainability right now, 

with focus groups working on 
different projects – I’m looking at staff 
retention and training.

“We give people the ability to make 
an impact on the business.” 

in the last three to four 
months want to work 
four days a week, and 
seasonal staff arrive 
telling us they’ve got 
a three-week family 
holiday booked, when 
normally we’d have 
them for 10-weeks 
straight. Instead, they’re 
asking for holidays and weekends off 
for festivals here and there. The only 

way we can balance that is to 
employ more and work together… 

to make sure the 
summer isn’t horrid 
and that we can all 
enjoy it. Then they’re 
more likely to stay.”

“If you have a great 
team, everything filters 
out from that core 
team to the rest of the 
staff,” says Tanya. 

IN A BID TO KEEP  

EXCELLENT STAFF,  

THE POLGOOTH OFFERS:

Good shifts with plenty  

of flexibility

A good hourly rate of pay

Share of the tips

Plus lots of little things, from 

decent breaks to making them 

feel nurtured and wanted

Chance 
Fisher 
(right) and  
BBG teams

The Beds & Bars Group  
employs over 250 people, 

from 92 nationalities,  
aged 18 to 60+.  

It owns and operates hostels 
and bars in 13 cities and  
eight countries around  

the world. 

Listen here: tinyurl.com/zonalpod
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BII   HELPLINES
0330 058 3878

TWO TELEPHONE NUMBERS, ONE COMMON GOAL: TO CREATE THE BEST PLAN OF ACTION FOR YOUR BUSINESS. 
OUR TEAM OF ADVISORS ARE ON HAND DURING OFFICE HOURS TO OFFER EXPERT ADVICE  

WITH A TAILORED APPROACH TO EACH QUERY

SCAN HERE  
for more information about  
our helplines on our website

HR & Employment Law
0330 058 3878  
(Option 1)
Provided by Bhayani Law

Covid-19, Health, Safety  
& Fire Compliance 
0330 058 3878  
(Option 3)
Provided by Shield Safety Group

Legal
0330 058 3878  
(Option 2)
Provided by John Gaunt & Partners

Business Rates
0330 058 3878  
(Option 4)
Provided by Harris Lamb

Licensing Law
0330 058 3878  
(Option 2) 
Provided by John Gaunt & Partners

Tax
0330 058 3878  
(Option 5) 
Provided by RSM

Landlord &  
Pubco Relationship 
Provided by the BII

Arranged via Your BII Helpdesk team,  
a call with the BII can assist you to create a 
plan of action that could help you manage 
your relationship with your landlord or pub 
company. Previous queries have included 
things like inventory sales and Market  
Rent Option (MRO, going free of tie). 

Your BII Helpdesk
Provided by Your BII 
Membership Team

Unsure which helpline to call, or where you  
can access the most up-to-date advice? Your  
BII Helpdesk team are on hand to support 
you and can also give you a helpful run 
through of all your member benefits too. 
Our friendly team are also available via 
email at membership@bii.org.

BII Helpdesk  
+ Landlord  
& Pubco Helpline

01276 684449 

– – – – – – –

HAVE YOUR BII 

MEMBERSHIP NUMBER  

to hand when calling 

our helplines

Make a note of it here…
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BII’S TRUSTED PARTNERS ARE AN APPROVED NETWORK OF INDUSTRY LEADING PROVIDERS OF PRODUCTS,  
SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS FOR OUR MEMBERS. SPECIFICALLY SELECTED FOR THE QUALITY OF THEIR SERVICE  
AND THEIR ABILITY TO WORK CLOSELY WITH OUR MEMBERS SAVING THEM TIME AND MONEY, AND DELIVERING  
GREAT VALUE IN THEIR BUSINESS

TRUSTED PARTNERS
DIRECTORY

People
HR & EMPLOYMENT
BHAYANI
0114 3032 300 
hello@bhayanilaw.co.uk

RECRUITMENT
HJUK
07909 992 396
info@hospitalityjobsuk.com

STAFF BENEFITS
WAGESTREAM
0113 280 5816
sme@wagestream.com

STAFF ROTAS
ACCESS PEOPLE
0845 345 3300
hospitality@theaccessgroup.com

S4LABOUR
01295 238575
Lisa@s4labour.co.uk

TRAINING  
& QUALIFICATIONS
BIIAB
0115 854 1620
customersupport@biiab.co.uk

CPL LEARNING
0151 647 1057
info@cpllearning.co.uk

HIT TRAINING
0800 093 5892
info@hittraining.co.uk

UNIFORM
DENNYS BRANDS
01372 377904
sophie@dennys.co.uk

Food & Drink
BAR SNACKS
KP SNACKS
0800 917 4494
thebar@kpsnacks.com

PUBBY’S
01527 386 699
andy.gardiner@pubbys.co.uk

BEER LINE CLEANING
CLEARBREW
01209 219889
enquiries@clearbrew.co.uk

CELLAR GAS
BOC
08457 302 302 
sureserve@boc.com

COFFEE MACHINES  
& SUPPLY
EVOCA
01902 355000 
andrew.barrow@evocagroup.com

FRESH FOOD SUPPLIERS
MENU FRESH 
0330 058 2678 
hello@menu-fresh.co.uk

Professional  
Services
BUSINESS FINANCE
PXL
01785 256396
sales@pxlassociates.co.uk

SWOOP
020 3514 3044 
hello@swoopfunding.com

BUSINESS INSURANCE
PXL
01785 256396
biienquiry@pxlassociates.co.uk

BUSINESS RATES
HARRIS LAMB
0115 947 6236
pubrating@harrislamb.com

COMPLIANCE
TRAIL
0845 345 3300 
hospitality@theaccessgroup.com

SHIELD SAFETY
020 3740 3744 
support@compliancecentre.co.uk

LICENSING LAW
JOHN GAUNT & PARTNERS
0114 266 8664
bii@john-gaunt.co.uk

PROPERTY  
MANAGEMENT
MAINTAIN
0845 345 3300
hospitality@theaccessgroup.com

Utilities
BROADBAND
SKYCONNECT
0333 759 4943 
skyconnect.uk

ENERGY
eENERGY
02476 997901 
bii@eenergy.com 

EV CHARGING POINTS
VOLTSHARE
020 8168 8618 
info@voltshare.co.uk

WASTE MANAGEMENT
WASTE SOURCE
0333 344 4083
sales@wastesource.co.uk

GENERAL LEGAL, 
LICENSING, HR, EHO,  
RATES & EMPLOYMENT  
TAX HELPLINE
0330 058 3878
Operated by John Gaunt  
& Partners, Bhayani Law,  
Shield Safety Group, Harris 
Lamb and RSM

Entertainment
TV
SKY 
0844 824 5530 
www.business.sky.com/pubs/home 

BT SPORTS
0800 678 1065 
btsport.businessservice@bt.com

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
GIGREALM
0330 135 8525
contact@gigrealm.com

PULL OUT & KEEP
All the info you need in one place – pull out  
this centrespread and pin-up for instant info
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Sentinel House · Ancells Business Park 
Harvest Crescent · Fleet · GU51 2UZ

01276 684 449  
enquiries@bii.org

BRITISH INSTITUTE  
OF INNKEEPING 

WHEN CALLING OUR TRUSTED PARTNERS:
Have your BII membership number to hand

Providing your membership details will give you access to all the best deals
My BII membership no:

– – – – – – –

BII’S TRUSTED PARTNERS ARE AN APPROVED NETWORK OF INDUSTRY LEADING PROVIDERS OF PRODUCTS,  
SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS FOR OUR MEMBERS. SPECIFICALLY SELECTED FOR THE QUALITY OF THEIR SERVICE  
AND THEIR ABILITY TO WORK CLOSELY WITH OUR MEMBERS SAVING THEM TIME AND MONEY, AND DELIVERING  
GREAT VALUE IN THEIR BUSINESS

BOOKING SYSTEMS
ACCESS COLLINS
0845 345 3300
hospitality@theaccessgroup.com

ZONAL
0800 131 3400
bii@zonal.co.uk

CARD PAYMENT
CLOVER
0330 123 1241
fdmsleadmanagement@
firstdatacorp.co.uk

TIM MARTIN
020 8064 1969 
dwayne@timmartin.com

DIGITAL GUEST EXPERIENCE
ACTEOL
0845 345 3300
hospitality@theaccessgroup.com

EPOS
ACCESS JUICE
0845 345 3300
hospitality@theaccessgroup.com

ACCESS EPoS
0845 345 3300
hospitality@theaccessgroup.com 

ZONAL
0800 131 3400
bii@zonal.co.uk

POLARIS ELEMENTS
020 3198 8000
info@polaris-elements.co.uk

WINPOS
0118 334 0075
sales@winpos.com

CLOVER
0330 123 1241
fdmsleadmanagement@
firstdatacorp.co.uk

DEFINITIVE EPOS
01772 298337
www.definitive-epos.com

ORDER &  
PAY SYSTEMS
ORDERBEE
0845 345 3300
hospitality@theaccessgroup.com

MR YUM
hello@mryum.com

PRODUCT  
PURCHASING
PROCURE WIZARD
0845 345 3300
hospitality@theaccessgroup.com

SOCIAL MEDIA
LOVE YOUR PUB
01329 227 488
info@loveyourpub.co.uk

STOCK CONTROL  
& FLOW MONITORING
VENNERS
01279 620820
biimembers@venners.co.uk

VIANET 
01642 358800
info@vianetplc.com

www.bii.org

TESTIMONIALS

“We’ve phoned the HR advice line a couple of times  
and it has been worth its weight in gold. An hour’s 

worth of lawyer’s advice covers the membership fee.  
We also use the Employment Contract Builder and, 

when it is time to renew our tenancy, we will use the 
legal helpline to put ourselves in the best position.”

DAVID HAGE, THE RAILWAY INN

“I’m a huge fan of the excellent benefits offered to 
members by the BII, in fact, I’ve saved my pub company 

£20k a year after signing up with WasteSource.  
There is real value for you in asking our Trusted 
Partners to look at your current contracts, from 

insurance, to finance to waste management. Speaking 
from personal experience, there are big savings to be 
made and quite frankly, I think you’d be mad not to.”

MARK ROBSON, NEW DAWN PUBS

“The BII provides the pub sector with fantastic support. 
They understand their people, needs and areas  

to assist. There is a wealth of knowledge, experience 
and power within the organisation which adds value  
to their members. The entire team work incredibly 

hard and are passionate and committed  
to the industry they love. This shines through  

from the amazing events they organise. 
Keep up the great work. ”

MARK HOLDEN, INN CORNWALL 

“The BII has given me the professional support 
required throughout my career in hospitality, helping 
to ensure that I remain compliant and fully up-to-date 
with the latest legislation, employment law and other 

industry news. For over three decades the various 
toolkits, knowledge bank and support packages 
available through the BII have ensured that my 

businesses stay one step ahead and have given me  
the security and peace of mind that let me focus  

on driving my businesses forward.”

IAN ADAMS, OPERATIONS MANAGER, 
WEBB ENTERPRISES

Technology

BIIandBIIAB
@BIIandBIIAB

BritishInstituteOfInnkeeping

www.bii.org

FOLLOW US:
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LOOKING TO JOIN OUR ACCREDITED ADVISORS? 
Contact us on accreditedadvisors@bii.org for more information

SCAN HERE  
for the most  

up-to-date list

We are continuing to 

update these lists daily, 

please visit our website or 

scan the QR code (below)   

for the most up-to-date  

list of Advisors

ACCREDITED  
ADVISORS

2 VAT LADIES LTD / CMS  
enquiries@2vatladies.co.uk 
0121 730 2269

BK PLUS  
hello@bkplus.co.uk 
01889 592 873

CARROLL ACCOUNTING  
hello@carrollaccountants.co.uk 
0800 056 0558

DAVID JONES 
ACCOUNTANTS LTD  
info@drjaccountants.co.uk 
01937 51 356

ELTA  
talktous@e-lta.com 
01978 358535

GMSM ACCOUNTING 
LIMITED  
enquiries@gmsmaccounting.
co.uk 
01172 034577

INN CONTROL  
info@inn-control.co.uk 
01604 805715

INNHOUSE ASSOCIATES  
enquiries@inn-house.co.uk 
0845 260 0757

INN TRADE ASSOCIATES LTD  
admin@inntrade.net 
0151 214 0658

MELROSE UK (LTD)  
hello@melrosegroup.co.uk 
01454 419 262

MJ & A ACCOUNTANCY LTD  
MJA@mjandaaccountants.co.uk 
01472 357068

MORGAN WELLS   
info@morganwellsuk.com 
01274 850100

PLS (MANAGEMENT) LTD  
office@pls.uk.com 
020 8977 6255

ROSLYNS ACCOUNTING  
CO LTD  
support@roslyns.co.uk 
0114 2138330

STEPHEN OWENS  
Christie & Co 
stephen.owens@christie.com 
020 7227 0287

HOWARD DAY  
Davis Coffer Lyons Limited 
hday@dcl.co.uk 
020 7299 0700

STEPHEN HATTLEY  
Eddisons Commercial 
stephen.hattley@eddisons.com 
01604 662950

GRAEME BUNN  
Fleurets Ltd 
graeme.bunn@fleurets.com 
020 7280 4740

DOUGLAS LAMBIE  
Ryden LLP 
douglas.lambie@ryden.co.uk 
0141 2703838

DAN MACKERNAN  
Savills 
dmackernan@savills.com 
020 7299 3050

TONY HUNTER  
Savills 
thunter@savills.com 
020 7299 3050

COLIN LAMBERT  
Savills 
cjlambert@savills.com 
020 7299 3050

JEREMY BEECHING  
Scott Burridge Commercial LLP 
jeremy@sbcproperty.com 
01872 277397

PAUL NEWBY  
Matthew Phillips Surveyors 
paul@matthewphillipssurve-
yors.co.uk 
0121 353 2757

DAVID MORGAN  
Morgan & Clarke 
david@morganandclarke.co.uk 
020 8103 3904

JOANNA NICHOLLS 
Howes Percival LLP 
01603 762103

SCOTT SMITH 
Howes Percival LLP 
01603 762103

AMY RUDRUM 
Estate Legal 
01179 596458

JOHN WALKER 
Guest Walker 
01904 624903

WILL ANDERSON  
Clarke & Son
01256 320555

TARIQ PHILLIPS 
TP Legal
01483 668 810

Accountants

Chartered Surveyors

Solicitors

It is essential that our members get independent, expert advice as they face critical 
decisions for their businesses, especially with major commercial lifecycle events: entering 
into formal agreements with landlords where conditions in agreements are substantially 
changing and when considering sizeable capital investments in their businesses. 

The accreditation scheme has been designed to provide independent professional advisors  
for licensees which meet the highest standards of professionalism, have full liability insurance,  
the skills & expertise and industry experience. This will ensure licensees get effective business  
advice allowing them to start, protect and develop their businesses with confidence. 



Fully connected hospitality 
tech that helps you...

Now part of Access Hospitality

Delight customers Achieve operational
excellence

Attract, recruit 
and retain top talent

Reservations
& Ticketing

HR, Scheduling, 
Payroll & Training

EPoS & Stock
Management

Property
Maintenance

Financials
& AnalyticsProcurement CRM

www.theaccessgroup.com/hospitality

Order  
& Pay

Task 
Management

eLearning

0845 340 4542

hospitality@theaccessgroup.com
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TOP POSTS & BEST USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA

INNbox

I n September 2016, we threw 
caution, cash and not a great deal 
of sense to the 

wind and took on 
our first ever pub. 
As an Accident & 
Emergency Charge 
Nurse and an 
Onboard Services 
Officer for P&O, we’d 
never had a pub, run 
a business or worked 
with each other. 
Hindsight would 
tell us that working 
together as a couple 
would be the hardest 
part, but that’s  
an altogether 
different article  
for another time!  

Britain had just 
voted for Brexit  
and forecasters  
were predicting  
a recession, so from 
the outset we knew 
that social media  
was going to be  
a big driving force  
in our success. 

Instagram, 
Twitter and Facebook 
accounts for the pub 
were created by us 
and were up-and-
running even before 
we’d signed on the 
dotted line. 

Then we 
immediately 
launched a full scale, 
promotional attack on the public via 
our social media pages. Any shyness 

BII Licensee of the Year Award 2022 finalists, Stuart Fox MBII and Julian Crowley MBII, 
licensees of The White Horse, Dover, have become experts at driving footfall  
and consumer interest via social media. Here, Stuart shares their secrets of success

LIGHTEN THE MOOD AND HAVE A LAUGH!
Online success

and humility had to be kicked to the 
kerbside, as we exploited anything and 

anyone to make our 
pub seem like the 
best place in the 
world to be. 

The public were 
invited to watch 
as we scrubbed 
cellars, found 
new drinks and 
hired staff to work 
with us. Even our 
resident ghosts 
were utilised to 
promote the pub. 
That, in turn, 
afforded us TV 
opportunities – 
which we turned 
down. That may 
sound crazy, but 
anyone who has 
ever co-habited 
with ghosts knows 
you don’t want to 
upset them. 

On opening, 
we immediately 
made stars of our 
customers on social 
media. We would 
ask if we could take 
photos of them for 
our social media 
pages, thus creating 
a feature out of 
people just having 
a drink. It’s very 
easy to do and a 
great way to create 
a feature out of five 

or six photos: “What a fun bunch you 
all were tonight, great to have you all in 

drinking us out of 
house and home!”  

We found that 
most people were 
happy to be featured 
and if occasionally a couple 
were reluctant, it would be easy to  
win them round by jokingly saying  
“I did wonder if you two were having 
an affair?” End result would be 
laughter and them agreeing to a photo. 

People would start following our 
pages and our audience widened. 
Even our draymen appeared, with 
a photograph of them outside the 
pub: “Big thanks to Mick & John for 
bringing all the beers in. You’ve been 
a thirsty bunch.” The following week, 
the next draymen would turn up and 
ask why they’d not been asked and 
then they’d be featured. 

HAVE FUN WITH SOCIAL MEDIA
We didn’t stop there. Unafraid 

to send ourselves up, we were often 
the brunt of our own jokes. Whether 
modelling lost property or donning 
marigolds to clean the urinals, we 
caricatured ourselves as a lot of fun, 
whilst simultaneously knowing 
exactly what was going on with the 
business, down to the penny. 

The key to success with social media  
is not taking yourself too seriously: be 
prepared to let people laugh at you. 

We famously served TV personality 
Keith Lemon without recognising 
him. As he left with his group, an 
off-duty police officer leaned over the 
bar and said to me: “That was Keith 
Lemon, I think.” A quick check on 
his social media, made us realise Mr 
Lemon had very thoughtfully snap 
chatted and created an Instagram 

STUART’S  
TOP TIPS

POST REGULARLY. If you can’t 
think of anything, then default 
to a picture of your pub with: 
“Remember we are open today 
right through until 11pm so no 
excuse not to come and see us!”  
Use Instagram to link to both  
your Facebook and Twitter  
pages. This winter, post a photo 
of your open fire or a tray of 
fresh veg on Instagram: “Thanks 
to local independent greengrocer 
Katie for this wonderful tray of 
fresh produce. Wherever possible 
we support local suppliers.  
Katie’s can be found at...” 

USE GREAT REVIEWS TO YOUR 
ADVANTAGE. Screenshot 
excellent TripAdvisor reviews  
and post them. Load up two 
or three and send out into the 
cosmos: “Some lovely, lovely 
reviews have come through from 
you this week. We are glad you all 
love our pub as much as we do.”

CHECK YOUR BACKGROUND. 
You might have created the 
most stunning cocktail, but if 
the background is an empty bar, 
then that is in direct polarity to 
what you want to achieve. Always  
have people in the background.

ALWAYS USE OPEN ENDED 
POSITIVES. “Looking forward to 
catching you all sometime over  
this weekend.” You’re seeding  
the idea that the customer is 
coming in this weekend. 
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BritishInstituteofInnkeeping
www.bii.org

@BIIandBIIAB
FOLLOW US:

#OUR  
FAVOURITE  

POSTS

TOP  
TWEETS 
& POSTS  
FROM  
THE WHITE 
HORSE

@TheRadcliffe
“E X A M  R E S U L T S 

Huge congratulations to our Kyra and 
Izzy for smashing their A-levels  

and confirming their University places!! 
Best of luck to everyone in Radcliffe 

on Trent receiving their results today! 
We’ll have fizz on ice at the ready! 

#alevels2022 #resultsday #smashedit 
#congratulations”

@whitehorsedover 

@WhiteHorseBrancaster 
“Ross Kemp and Norfolk’s  

most dangerous ”

@thevinesthelens 
“SUNDAY FUNDAY IS HERE  

We can’t wait to see you. All happening 
on the village green, 2-5pm”

post from our pub. We were able to 
laugh at the fact we had missed, him 
which, in turn, was picked up by the 
papers: “Pub owners reveal hilariously 
embarrassing tale 
of not spotting Keith 
Lemon during visit.” 

KEEP IT LIGHT 
AND RIGHT 
Try to keep your 
posts light-hearted 
and double-check 
your spelling and 
punctuation. When 
we (annoyingly) 
received some 
incorrectly spelt 
graffiti on the walls 
of the men’s toilets, 
we photographed it 
and posted it, with 
a tongue-in-cheek 
announcement that 
we had received  
a Banksy overnight. 

Naturally, we 
tagged Banksy  – 
sparking more 
debate and laughter.  

In 2018, we even 
won a national 
marketing award 
from Ei Pub Partners 
(now Stonegate) for 
turning a negative 
Google review into a 
marketing initiative. 

The reviewer said 
that he found us  
“too expensive, more 
of a restaurant than a pub with poseurs  
sat at the bar”. A simple screenshot 
of that review, sent across our 

social media platforms, asking our 
wonderful customers to step up 
and take credit for being one of the 
poseurs. We even had a sign writer 

come in and scribe 
above the bar, 
Poseurs at the bar. 

Our customers 
came in to pose and 
be photographed 
and we created 
the hashtag 
#PoseursAtTheBar. 
The resulting column  
inches widened 
our audience and 
increased demand 
– with our Ei prize 
of an all-expenses 
paid wine tasting 
trip to Bordeaux, 
cash lump sum and 
positive publicity, 
just an additional 
bonus. 

HASH TAGS 
To highlight the 
fact we are a dog 
friendly pub, we 
started featuring 
#DogOfTheDay. 
Within weeks, 
customers started 
bringing them in to 
be featured. As with 
the draymen, the 
poseurs at the bar 
and the dog owners, 
people have a fear  
of missing out and  

a desire to belong. Done correctly, 
your own social media can create itself 
– and it’s free!  

“Full marks to 
Morgan from Vanes 
Bakery for still 
getting the orders 
out despite the traffic 
chaos across all  
of Dover today! … 
The spirit of  
Dunkirk lives on! 
#whitehorsepub 
#trafficchaos”

“Roving #poseurs-
atthebar en route  
to Shetland via 
London, Liverpool, 
Belfast. Visiting  
from Vancouver we  
have Debra & Lee 
Jensen. Great to 
have you both in 
the white horse. 
#poseursatthebar”

“An action sequence 
from 18 month 
old Max the lab, 
who is today’s 
#dogoftheday.  
Max lives here in 
Dover and is an 
energetic ball of fun.  
#dogsofinstagram 
#dogsinpubs” 

MORE  
TIPS

USE YOUR STAFF TO PROMOTE 
THE PUB. You can easily post  
a picture of your staff at work. 
With a photo of your chef: “Dave  
is in the kitchen cooking up a storm, 
you were a hungry bunch last  
night.” Then add in a reminder  
of what time you’re serving food 
and how to book. 

TAKE YOUR VIEWERS ON  
A JOURNEY. It took us 13 months 
and three weeks to reach number 
one on TripAdvisor out of 100  
plus eateries in the Dover District. 
Make people excited! “We have 
made it to the Top 10. Thank you 
everyone that has visited, eaten with 
us and reviewed us so favourably”. 
Do the same when you make it  
to number nine to seven, then 
focus on being in the top five. 

TURN NEGATIVES INTO  
A POSITIVE. There will always  
be a fun flip that you can do. 

BE GRACIOUS TO OTHER  
VENUES AND PROMOTE THEM.  
“Here we are enjoying  
a #LandlordNightOff at Tommy’s 
Wine Bar.” 

MAKE UP YOUR OWN 
HASHTAGS: #PoseursAtTheBar  
or #DogOfTheDay are an 
opportunity to post daily with  
no new strategy.  
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W hen Donna and  
Carl Brayshaw MBII 
took over the freehold  
of The Sun in Lepton, 

West Yorkshire in 2010 it was a pub 
with a bad reputation. 

It was trading with smashed 
windows that were boarded up and 
had been opening under temporary 
management – 12 years later and the 
pub is in a rather different position  
as a strong wet-led venue at the heart 
of its community. 

The couple had spent the previous 
14 years running a leasehold pub, but 
they had become less than impressed 
by the lack of the support from their 
pubco during the last recession. This 
prompted them to look to purchase 
their own freehold, but finding the 

FREEHOUSE  focus...  
DONNA & CARL 
BRAYSHAW   
THE SUN, OWNED AND OPERATED BY DONNA AND CARL 
BRAYSHAW FBII, IS SHINING BRIGHT AT THE CENTRE OF ITS 
COMMUNITY, OFFERING A HUB FOR SOCIAL INTERACTION,  
AS WELL AS HELP WITH THE ESSENTIALS, SUCH AS A FOOD BANK, 
FOR THOSE WHO NEED IT MOST. MICHELLE PERRETT REPORTS

right site turned out to be far from 
plain sailing. 

“We probably looked at 300 pubs 
before we came across The Sun,” says 
Donna. “There was always a reason 
that we didn’t go for one of them. 
For instance, they were not in the 
right area, there were too many pubs 
nearby, or not enough chimney pots 
around them,” says Donna.

“The Sun was the only pub in the 
village, as the other pub had become  
a big restaurant. At the time, when 
we looked at the demographics, there 
were 5,500 houses in the area.”

The couple purchased The Sun 
from Enterprise Inns (as it was then) 
in 2010. It was at a time when the 
company was, in Donna’s words, 
getting rid of the tail-end of its estate, 
and so they managed to barter the 
price down to £160,000. 

Taking 
ownership in December 
2010, they opted to trade 
over the potentially 
lucrative Christmas 
period and delay making 
any changes. 

“We also wanted to see 
who was coming in and also to 
check who we needed to 
get rid of,” she says. 

They went on to 
spend £100,000 on 
a refurb, creating 
better use of the 
space by taking 
out a wall. “The 
building had been 
split into two with 
little rooms that just 
didn’t work,” says Donna.

For the village, the transformation  
of The Sun went hand-in-hand 
with creating a new heart for the 
community. When the couple first 
moved to Lepton, Donna remembers 
it as a “disjointed” village that had lost 
its local amenities.

Today, the wet-led pub serves a range  
of cask beer, lagers, ciders, spirits, with  
a variety of gins, and is recognised as 
being at the heart of the village. 

The Sun: how 
it looks today 
and a small 
taster of what 
it looked like 
when they first 
took it over 
(left)
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GETTING READY  
FOR WINTER
“We are finding that people are going 
out for meals less and less. If they have 
money to spare, they will come to the 
pub for a drink, rather than spend it on 
eating out,” says Donna. 

“Pubs need to be a cosy place to come 
to and with the cost of living going up, 
this is going to become even more 
important.”

Despite rising costs, they’ve taken the 
decision not to increase their consumer 
prices, where possible.

“We work on a 62% to 63% margin, but 
we realise this winter that is coming 
down. Beer suppliers are upping prices 
for the second time this year, which is  
a big hit. But we are not passing that 
onto the consumer,” she adds. 

“People are struggling and everyone 
knows there is a cost-of-living crisis. 
Gas and electricity costs are going 
up and we feel it is not the right time 
to increase our prices. We know our 
customers and we understand that if we 
put prices up now, they might think we 
are being a bit greedy. So, we will sit on 
it and see what happens over the next 
six months.”

Even with all the challenges and tough 
decisions, Donna remains firm in her 
love for the industry. 

“Every day is different, you meet people, 
and are with them through the good 
times and bad times. We are like agony 
aunts really,” she says. 

“The pub trade will survive and the ones 
that survive will be the ones that do it 
right. If you can’t do it right, then I’d say 
don’t do it at all.”  

When the council closed 
the library, the couple saw an 
opportunity. “We said ‘why don’t 
we try and do something in the 
snug?’”, explaining how Pub is 
the Hub supported the project. 

“Thanks to Pub is The Hub, 
we built bookshelves and we  
installed computers with 

internet services. It is surprising 
how many people don’t have 

internet and printers at home.”
The library opened in 2016 and 

turned out to be just the beginning  
of a range of additional services 

for the community. 
When the pandemic hit, 

Donna and Carl were able 
to take it in their stride, 
focusing on supporting  
local people who needed 
food and help. 

That support 
continues today, with 

The Sun’s food cupboard 
initiative, where people 

can access supplies, when 
they need to, with locals 

invited to donate towards it. 
“We ran a food bank from the pub 

through Covid,” says Donna. “The food 
cupboard idea came about because we 
realised there were people who were 
really struggling. It stocks cans, pasta 
sauces and all those sorts of things that 
don’t go off.” 

Going on to talk 
about the issues 
facing the pub sector, 
Donna says the 
industry has changed 
much over the last 
decade, with the 
challenges getting 
harder. 

“At one time you 
opened your doors 
and people came 
in. It is not like that 
anymore. People’s 
homes are beautiful 
now, so they don’t 
need to come to the 
pub to be somewhere 
nice,” she says. 

“You have to offer them something 
else, so that when they come to a pub, 
they feel special.”

Her role as a licensee has changed 
over the years too, as she now spends  

a significant amount of time on social 
media, as well taking care of her 
other responsibilities. One of those is 
managing the costs. 

Energy bills at The Sun have 
increased by 2.5 times and, in 
response, she has tied the pub into  
a contract for three years. 

“We know it can’t 
change for the next 
three years and we 
have had to take the 
risk, as it is a lot 
higher than we were 
paying before. But 
we couldn’t afford 
the risk of it going  
up-and-up,” she says. 

The couple have also 
taken a pro-active approach to 
recruitment, by taking on 16-year-
olds, who are leaving school to head  
to college.

“We are training them from scratch 
and getting them how we want them 
to be. They might be with us for two 
or three years, before going onto 
university, but we are getting that 
time out of them and they are really 
committed,” she says. “They want to 
learn the job.”  

The pub, as part of its community 
commitment, continues to raise 
money for local organisations, such  
as scouts and schools, with a range  
of activities from auctions to raffles. 

And despite the 
challenging times, 
Donna says trade has 
been buoyant, with 
turnover currently 
up 15% on 2019. 

Donna puts this 
down to people in 
the local area missing 
their pub due to the 
Covid lockdowns, 
but she recognises 
this could change 
with the cost-of-
living crisis and 
winter hitting.

With that 
knowledge, they’ve 

decided to batten down the hatches 
and focus on making the most from 
this winter and creating a haven  
for locals who may be struggling  
– remaining, as always, at the heart  
of their community.  

“We are finding that 
people are going  
out for meals less 

and less. If they have 
money to spare,  

they will come to 
the pub for a drink, 
rather than spend  
it on eating out”
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Meet
MEMBERS

“

THE BII’S STRENGTH IS IN THE DIVERSITY OF OUR MEMBERSHIP: OVER THESE  
SIX PAGES, WE MEET THREE MEMBERS FROM VERY DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS  

WHO ALL SHARE A LOVE OF THE INDUSTRY

B eing forced to temporarily close 
due to the discovery of World 
War II bombs comes with the 

territory for Andy Burdon FBII, as 
the boss of Powder Monkey Brewing, 
housed on the Navy’s historic Priddy’s 
Yard site in Gosport, Hampshire. 

Powder Monkey, the bygone name 
for someone who was employed 
on naval warships to carry the 
gunpowder from the magazine to the 
guns, is a clever moniker for a business 
located in premises that date back 
to 1878, and were used as stores for 
gunpower and shells up until the end 
of the Second World War. 

For Andy, his team and the group  
of investors and shareholders behind 
the brand, the creation of Powder 
Monkey has been a labour of love:  
from first discovering the site in 2019 
and negotiating the lease in 2020,  
to beginning brewing and opening 
their bar in July 2021, with the first 
full month of trading happening in 
August 2021.

One year on, Andy is pleased to 
say: “It has been a great success story. 
We’ve transformed what was a derelict 
building and repurposed it into some- 
thing that people want to come and 
visit. The building blows people away!”

Powder Monkey’s brewhouse is 
a 25hl, four vessel, steam-powered 
brewery, with 120hl of fermentation 
and beer storage facilities, along with 
its own keg and canning line.  

In August this year, it was flat out, 
says Andy, producing the equivalent of 
4,500 cans per brew. In its first year, it 
has gone from a starting base of zero, 
to brewing three times a week. 

“We’re still relatively small, in 
brewing terms, but unusually for 
something our size, we are quite 
sophisticated, because we do our own 
canning and kegging on site,” says 
Andy, adding that brewery revenue 
doubled in Q2 this year over Q1.

Powder Monkey’s growth is 
fuelled by Andy and the team’s 
desire to take every opportunity 
to achieve organic, long-term 
growth, with a large focus on 
building the brand. It is involved 
with several organisations, 
including Hampshire Fare, which 
champions local produce, and BBQ 
Magazine, which promotes its two 
beers suited to flame-cooked food. 

“We’re doing some great 
things, such as supplying festivals 
and events, plus we sell our beers 
to local businesses, as well as 
through our bar, The Powder Monkey.”

The brewery is SIBA FSQ certified 
and is producing award-winning beer. 
Its BBQ Rye IPA won the silver prize in 
SIBA’s Regional Award 2021, while it 
achieved gold for its Explosion IPA. In 
September, the brewery launched the 
official beer for the Mary Rose, Henry 
VIII’s famous warship, which sunk off 
Portsmouth in 1545 and is on display 

ANDY BURDON FBII

IN ITS FIRST YEAR OF TRADING, POWDER MONKEY BREWING HAS 
EXPLODED ONTO THE LOCAL HOSPITALITY AND LEISURE SCENE.  
ITS HISTORIC AND UNIQUE LOCATION OFFERS AN EQUALLY DISTINCTIVE  
PROPOSITION TO THE EVER-GROWING NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS,  
WHILE ITS BEERS ARE WINNING AWARDS. CEO ANDY BURDON FBII 
TALKS TO BII NEWS’ EDITOR KATE OPPENHEIM CBII ABOUT ITS SUCCESS 
AND FUTURE PLANS 

The Powder Monkey 
is not only a craft beer 
bar that attracts the 
true beer lovers, but  
a community hub” 

Pictured above 
left to right: The 
Powder Monkey team:  
Jack Garbut, General Manager;  
Mark Hamblin, Head Brewer; Jake 
Ellard, Assistant Manager; Olivia 
Lamley, Crew; Andy Burdon, CEO; 
Nick Hall, Operations Manager
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with Andy in negotiations to make it 
more widely available in handpicked 
premises around the Portsmouth area. 

Back on the water-front at 
Gosport, The Powder Monkey bar 
offers customers the choice of indoor 
and outdoor areas, seating over 175 
covers, and is open from midday to 
10pm Sunday to Thursday 
and noon to 11pm on 
Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday. The food 
offer, currently high 
quality imported 
German hotdogs and 
lamb koftas, which 
Andy describes as 
“soakage food”, is being 
evolved, by working with 
local and artisan suppliers. A new 
menu was launched for this summer. 

“We want to really open up our 
offer. We’re constantly on the look out 
for new opportunities and where we 
can add to our revenue stream – and 
food is part of that. We are also doing 
more events and live music, alongside 
our popular Sunday night bingo,” he 
says, explaining that they are very 
community-focussed and appeal to  
a broad customer base, from families 
to OAPs. With their naval connections, 
they also offer a veterans’ discount for 
members of the forces. 

“The Powder Monkey is not only 
a craft beer bar that attracts true 
beer lovers, but a community hub, 
somewhere everyone can relax, feel 
comfortable and enjoy great food, 

beer and cider in a spectacular 
building with great views of 
the sea.

“Our customers love us 
because we offer something 
different. The bar is right on 
the water and we sell our 
beer, plus ciders from Devon’s 
Sandford Orchards, while 
our spirits are crafted by local 
suppliers. We focus on selling  
a combination of local and 
non-mainstream products.”

Once a month, they host a 
local producers’ market at the 

brewery, with stalls selling quality, 
local produce from artisan bread to 
biltong and coffee. 

“We like to collaborate with local  
and other businesses and, as a result,  
we get a lot of referrals. We aim to build  
long-term relationships and we are 

at the Historic Portsmouth Dockyard 
Museum, along with thousands of 
artefacts from the ship and its crew.

“Our Head Brewer, Mark Hamblin, 
spent a lot of time visiting the Mary 
Rose exhibition to research and 
understand what life was like on 
board, as he wanted to produce a beer 
that would be a modern interpretation 
of the smells and tastes, such as the 
spices, that they would have had on 
board at the time.” 

Mary Rose beer is a 4.6% ABV 
wheat-based keg and can beer, 
which has a herby, cracked pepper 
and smooth bready clove flavour. 
Available on draught and in can, it’s 
already being sold alongside other 
Powder Monkey beers in the shops 
and restaurants in the dockyard, 

always having conversations 
with people about how we 

can connect with new pubs, 
shops and small chains to stock our 

beer, as well as brewing beers as gifts 
for our corporate client base.

“Everything we do, we do in  
a customer committed and friendly 
way,” says Andy, adding that its 
regular brewery tours attract lots of 
new guests, who get to sample the 
beers at the brewery bar, which is 
housed inside the brewery. 

Andy also works closely with 
Portsmouth City Council and 
Gosport Borough Council, as well 
as spending lots of time networking 
with local organisations, including 
the university, which is developing an 
augmented reality project. In the near 
future, this will take visitors back in 
time to see the gunpowder store as it 
looked in Victorian times.  

As for the bombs that caused the 
recent closure of the bar, there were 
at least five unexploded Second World 
War shells accidentally uncovered  
by a JCB-driver, who was working  
on a nearby building. All were 
successfully defused, but it’s more 
proof, if any was needed, that Powder 
Monkey packs a powerful punch 
with its explosive brand and unique 
customer proposition. 

SIBA 
AWARDS

Powder Monkey Brewing Co 
achieved two wins at the SIBA 
Regional Bottle & Can awards  
2021, with a silver for its BBQ Rye  
IPA, in the speciality medium to dark  
beers category, and a gold medal for  
its Explosion IPA, in the IPA category. 
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L 
andlord Simon Brencher FBII 
has had a varied career up  
to this point, including  
a stint with the circus, while 

working his way up through the bars 
and restaurants of Manchester and 
London. Cutting his teeth as General 
Manager for Gordon Ramsey Holdings, 
and with London’s first Indian 
Michelin Star restaurant Benares, 
Simon has successfully brought his 
high standards and eye for detail to 
The Greyfriar.

The backbone of this success is 
Simon’s aptitude for finding top  
staff, using his contacts to attract 
young talent to his kitchen and  
front-of-house teams.

“My background is in London, so 
when I first came to Alton, it became 
all about finding chefs who would 
meet the standard. Tom Hinsley, my 
current Head Chef, started out as Sous 
Chef at Jason Atherton’s City Social. 
He’s from Hayling Island originally, so 
he has returned to his roots by coming 
back to Hampshire.”

Supporting Tom is 17-year-old Sous 
Chef, Lilly Vaughan. Lilly joined The 
Greyfriar as a KP aged 14 and, with 
encouragement, is now undertaking 
an apprenticeship.

“I’m very proud. She’s smashing it. 
A stunning chef, really. She’s going to 
be so successful. Under the last Head 
Chef she moved up from KP to start 
doing a bit of prep, the starters and 
before you know it, she’s running the 
kitchen on her own with a 30-year-old 
chef working under her.”

Simon places great importance 
on instilling the ethos of motivation, 
teamwork and development into  
the team.

“As an owner, you’ve got to make 
sure that it’s worth their while to do  
it. And it’s not all about money. They 
have to be able to see why we’re doing 
it, I never just say ‘we’re doing this’ 
– it’s about them understanding the 
bigger picture.”

Tailoring the high end, luxury 
London experience to the 
expectations of a country pub in 
Hampshire has been considered too.

“Funnily enough, I’ve had to 
deaden my eye for detail a little, 

because people are coming here for  
a more relaxed atmosphere. We know 
this, so while we train to a very high 
level, we can bring it back a bit.”

Simon gives his chefs autonomy 
over the menu, asking only that they 
use local suppliers, where possible, 
choose seasonal ingredients and aim 
for 70% GP. 

“I’m happy with 
65-68% – that’s the 
reality. The hard bit 
is alcohol, as I’m tied 
to Fuller’s, therefore 
I’m never going to 
get more than 55%-
58%. It used to be 
60/40 split on beer 
to food, it’s now 55 
food/45 beer.

“My turnover has 
increased though, 
on average by 75% 
although some weeks I’m doubling  
the turnover from when I started five  
years ago. I’ve got a tracker of where 
we are in a spreadsheet, so day-by-day,  
year-on-year, I know where we are,” 
he says.

Each month Simon aims to bring 
his customers back for something new, 
an unmissable experience that will 
keep them returning.

Known for its experimental food 
evenings, The Greyfriar holds Guest 
Chef nights and new inter-pub food 
battles. Guest Chefs such as Jane 
Devonshire, Jitin Joshi and Saurav 
Nath have hosted special themed 
evenings, which are always a sell-out. 

Simon explains, that these 
experimental food evenings have been 
designed to be great value for money, 
and a way for The Greyfriar’s patrons 
to vote on the new dishes the chefs are 

MEET... 
SIMON BRENCHER FBII

NESTLED IN THE HAMPSHIRE COUNTRYSIDE, OPPOSITE JANE AUSTEN’S HOUSE  
IN CHAWTON NEAR ALTON, THE GREYFRIAR IS FAST BECOMING A GASTRONOMIC 
DESTINATION PUB. THE BII’S HANA RHODES MBII REPORTS
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everyone in the trade currently, rising 
energy prices loom large. 

Simon switched to a new energy 
provider, SSE, and has seen a three-
fold increase in his monthly bill from 
£375. However, he had faced a hike  
of astonishing proportions – £4,750  
a month, before finding the SSE deal.

Action to cut electricity usage 
has seen investment in newer, more 
economic fridges and LED lighting, 
and Simon hopes to find new ways to 
insulate and protect the old pub this 
winter, while being mindful it’s in a 

conservation area. 
Plans for the 

future include 
a refurb of the 
courtyard garden to 
transform a small 
space into a cosy 
feature, complete 
with planters and 
booth seating.  
The pub is currently 
so busy that 

extending seating would help increase 
dining covers, as well as the wet trade. 
Simon says he doesn’t have a quiet day 
of the week, as they’ve managed to 
keep hold of their regular drinkers, 
who now bring in their families.

When thinking about creating  
a sustainable business for the future, 
Simon’s advice is simple.

“I refuse to close, other than for  

trialling. It gives control back to the 
customers, he says, and creates loyalty.

Inspired by popular TV show The 
Great British Menu, Simon and his 
team also invited other local pubs and 
their chefs to take part in a six-course 
challenge. Each chef must create  
a dish with a hero ingredient, which 
is chosen by a randomizer app. The 
scoring is decided by the customers. 
These inclusive and partnered 
evenings have been a roaring success, 
with the competitions taking place 
over two halves in each pub’s kitchen, 
bringing new and 
engaged clientele to 
each pub’s door.

Another unique 
angle is Simon’s 
Spanish dishes, a nod 
to his wife Norma and 
her Galician family. 
They source Iberica 
Pork Presa for their 
mains, and their local 
butcher provides  
a British take on Galician Beef, which 
is produced using older dairy cows. 

“The quality is coming through as 
the same, so locally we can achieve it 
without the airmiles. The beef tastes 
how it used to taste 50 years ago, when 
I was young. It has such a rich flavour, 
and it’s red rather than pink.”

Running The Greyfriar isn’t without 
its challenges, and for Simon, like 

half a day at Christmas. Otherwise, 
we’re open. We keep our lights on all 
the time because I want to show that 
we are open. If you’re not open, you 
can’t make money. If you’re closed 
because you’re empty, you never have 
the opportunity to be full.”

He adds: “Sunday used to be quiet, 
one man and his dog, two dogs if we 
were lucky. Slowly but surely, we did 
things to build trade; we started a quiz 
and very gradually, we’ve become 
busier. We’re now at the point where 
you have to book a table for our quiz 
every week. It costs me £20 to do, as 
I’ll read it myself, but it’s much more 
lucrative than an empty bar.”  

BII’S  
TOP TIPS

Diversification ideas  
for quieter times:
•  Quiz nights

•  Parent and baby mornings

•  Club meet-ups (day or evening) 

•  Open mic night

•  Experimental food evenings

•  Outdoor pizza oven/braai

•  Visiting food van

•  Board games night

•  Bring your own vinyl night

“I REFUSE TO 
CLOSE, OTHER THAN 
FOR HALF A DAY 
AT CHRISTMAS.
OTHERWISE, WE’RE 
OPEN (. . . )  IF YOU’RE 
NOT OPEN, YOU 
CAN’T MAKE MONEY”
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L 
eo’s Red Lion is not your typical 
pub – how many pubs do you 
know that have hosted the 
likes of Iron Maiden, Samson 

and Steve Marriott? Terry Lee FBII 
considers Leo’s to be more of a small 
venue than a pub, as they regularly 
feature British rock artists in their 
popular weekend music events.

Coming from a background in 
music as a DJ and promoter, he recalls 
how he originally took on the lease 
for the pub, which was conveniently 
adjoined to an old factory. He eventually  
got the freehold and transformed the 
venue into a staple for local rock fans.

“The lease on the factory next 
door expired and that’s when they 
approached me to ask if I would be 
interested in the pub.

“I had to take a lease out, and then  
I eventually got the freehold. To be  
perfectly honest, if I hadn’t had bought  
the freehold, I’ve got no doubt that the 
place would have been shut along with 
the other 10 pubs along this road.”

Resourcefulness
Terry explains how being resourceful 
has been key to his pub’s longevity. 
For example, when he first came into 
possession of the factory, rather than 
throw out the old workbenches, he 
decided to repurpose them.

“It had about 
10 of these, what I call Victorian weld 
benches, which are bloomin’ solid, you  
know, four-inch legs on them – you  
could put a car on them. I removed  
all of these benches and, like Tetris, 
put them up one end and then covered 
them with inch ply. And I looked  
at them and thought, I know what to 
do – and to this day, that is the stage.”

Pubs are not only about food and 
drink; they’re also about community 
and entertainment, which is what 
Leo’s excels at. Talking about the 
recent shift in how people engage with 
pubs, Terry explains how he converted 
a quiet bar of his into a local boxing 
club, to make use of the space and to 
give back to the community.

 “My other half asked me when was  
the last time I had used that bar? It is the  
size of most pubs and I wasn’t using it 
because not enough people came here. 
So, when I saw that the children didn’t 
have a club anymore, I let them use it.”

Giving back to the community in 
this way builds loyalty among the 
locals, which is paid back to Terry 
when he hosts social functions.

“When we hold family functions, 
like our firework display in November, 
we’ve got 200 children, mums and 
dads out the front, half of whom come 
from the boxing club. It’s second to 

MEET... 
TERRY LEE FBII

TERRY LEE FBII IS ONE OF OUR LONGEST STANDING MEMBERS, HAVING RUN LEO’S  
RED LION, HIS PUB IN GRAVESEND, FOR AS LONG AS THE BII HAS BEEN AROUND. WITH 
OVER 40 YEARS IN THE TRADE, TERRY HAS SOME TRULY INCREDIBLE STORIES AND 
LESSONS TO SHARE FROM HIS TIME AT LEO’S. THE BII’S PETER BASKETT MBII REPORTS
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Try new things
When asked what advice 
Terry has for other pub 
operators, he replies that 
people shouldn’t be afraid 
to follow their ideas, take 

risks and try new things, while also 
learning from your experiences to 
understand better what works and 
what doesn’t. 

Know your costs
Having a thorough understanding 
of your business’ finances is 
crucial to maintaining  
a successful pub, as is the  
case with Terry and Leo’s  
Red Lion.

He referenced  
a recent example, 
where he was 
charged £5 extra 
for a crate of toilet 
rolls. Questioning 
the new £17 price 
tag, he was told the 
price of everything was 
going up. “They might be, but  

it means I will never be 
buying a toilet roll from 
you ever again. Because 
I can get them from 
Bookers for £12.”

Terry’s takeaway? 
Don’t forget there’s no 
return on the money 
you spend on toilet rolls.

He has also tackled 
the recent increase in 
energy prices, which 
have created a number 

of new challenges for publicans. Event 
venues, like Leo’s, have had to make 
big changes to their stage equipment 
to remain viable. Terry has swapped 
the power draining spotlights, which 
were 500 watts each and wired into 
a 60-amp supply, for LED spots on a 
13-amp supply. 

none, literally, there is not a fireworks 
display that matches it.”

Adapting your business to the 
current climate requires creative use 
of the resources available to you. Leo’s 
is fortunate enough to benefit from  
a large space, which they put to good 
use. When the pandemic rolled around 
and the venue had to shut, Terry was 
already thinking ahead: “I said to my 
missus, I’ve got a plan. I think the first 
thing we’re going to be able to do again 
is use outdoor facilities.”

Having an old and disused stage 
outside, he got to work on having 
it cleaned and repainted, posting 
updates to the pub’s Facebook page 
along the way to keep customers in 
the loop. When pubs were granted 
permission for a limited number 
of customers outside, as Terry had 
predicted, Leo’s was ready.

“During the 
pandemic, we were the 
only music venue in 
Kent that was able to 
put bands on.” These 
were big bands, used to 
performing into front 
of 1,000s but who, due 
to the pandemic, hadn’t 
been able to play.

“They were quite 
happy to come here and 
perform on this small, 
outdoor stage in front of 70-80 people, 
just to be able to play, because there 
was no other option. As a result, we’ve 
built up a very good reputation for 
music. In fact, we’re rated as one of the 
best privately owned music venues in 
England, let alone in Kent. So we are 
quite lucky.”

As one of our most loyal members, 
we asked Terry how the BII has helped 
him over his 30 years of membership, 
to which he replied that his BII 
Fellowship had saved his pub in 2005.
He explains how, when the Local 
Authority didn’t want a live music 
venue, they put pressure on him to sell.  
“But I said no. ‘It’s far too important 
as a live music venue for you to shut’, 
these were my exact words to them.”

After refusing their offer to buy 
the pub, his operation was regularly 
visited by the police, which he believes 
was in an attempt to catch him out. 
Then he was told his licence, which 
he’d had since 1985, was to be reduced.

Speaking to the licensing officer  
of the time, Terry was told the change 
was due to misdemeanours, which he 
said was ironic, when he had just been 
awarded a Fellowship by the BII. 

Not one to give up, Terry contacted 
his local newspaper, the Kent 

Messenger, to tell his story. 
And when the news broke 
about the Gravesend pub 
of over 20 years, owned 
by a Fellow of the BII, 

being pressurised to close, 
Terry says the problems 

went away, which he puts 
down to his being awarded  
the fellowship at the time.

We’re delighted, of course, 
that Leo’s Red Lion is still 

here and hosting live music, as 
Terry’s approach is a great example 

of how being adaptable, taking risks, 
focusing on your community, and 
understanding your financials can 
bring long-term success.  

“WE’VE BUILT  
UP A VERY GOOD 
REPUTATION FOR  
MUSIC. IN FACT, 
WE’RE RATED 
AS ONE OF THE 
BEST PRIVATELY 
OWNED MUSIC 
VENUES IN 
ENGLAND”

Fellowship of the BII is awarded 
to those who have committed to 
our vibrant sector, recognising 
their longevity and dedication.  

If you have been in the licensed  
trade for more than 10 years and  
a BII member for more than three, 
you can become a Fellow. If you  
think you should be upgraded and 
use the post nominals, FBII, then 
please get in touch with our team.

Call us on: 01276 684449  
or email: membership@bii.org

FELLOWSHIP 
INFORMATION 
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Rumit & Tosh Lakhani 

B oth Rumit (Ru) and I 
couldn’t be prouder to  
have got to the finals of  
this year’s BII Licensee  

of the Year Awards. We’ve been pub 
operators for four years, with two of 
those years affected by Covid, so in 
reality we’ve only got two full years 
under our belts at The White Horse.

We have, however, both worked 
extensively in the wider hospitality 
sector, and I have seen great 
change since I came to 
Britain aged 12. 

Food has always 
been a huge part of my 
life: I was taught about 
spices and how to use 
them from a young 
age, and our experience 
with cooking spans four 
generations and combines  
flavours and cooking techniques 
from India, Africa and England. 

My restaurant journey began at  
a Wimpy in Cardiff, where I fell in 
love with the hospitality industry. 
In the late 70s I had two Wimpy 
franchises, followed by the opening 
of the Lakhani family’s first licensed 
vegetarian Indian restaurant in Bristol 
in 1983, which we ran for 18 years.   

We went on to open more high-
end fine dining restaurants and soon 
hospitality and catering became  
a passion of my son, Ru. 

Whilst taking his GCSEs, he learnt 
how to run a bar, make cocktails, 

FINALISTS IN THIS YEAR’S BII LICENSEE OF THE YEAR AWARDS, TOSH AND RUMIT  
LAKHANI MBII, FATHER AND SON OPERATORS OF THE WHITE HORSE BUCKOVER,  
SHARE THEIR THOUGHTS ON BEING THE FIRST ASIAN OPERATORS TO REACH  
THE FINALS AND TALK ABOUT WHY WE SHOULD ALL TRY TO DO MORE TO WELCOME  
AND PROMOTE DIVERSITY WITHIN THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

and completed his front-of-house 
management training. 

When Ru graduated from Liverpool 
University, we began a new venture 
together, LK events, which hosted 
high-end events and product 
launches. This led to us creating  
a menu that combined delicious 
homemade Indo-African cuisines  
with traditional English dishes. 

I also owned the franchise to 
sell Kingfisher lager to Indian 

restaurants across the UK, 
outside of the London area. 

During the mid-1980s  
to the early 90s, when 
the Indian food craze 
was at its height,  

a number of pubs were 
being taken over by 

Asians and turned into 
Indian restaurants, and so, 

when Ru and I began looking for 
a traditional pub, we had a job to 
convince the pub companies that,  
as Asians, we weren’t going to turn 
their pub into an Indian restaurant. 

While we wanted to sell high 
quality Indo-African cuisine, it was to 
be part of a traditional pub food offer. 
Our goal was to run a pub as a pub – 
not as an Indian restaurant. 

Today, Asian, black and other 
ethnic minorities still only represent  
a small percentage of pub operators, 
but it is also true to say that within 
more ethnically diverse areas, 
there are a good number of highly 
successful, professional pub operators 
of colour.

Yet, at the BII Summer Event, 
where we celebrated our success as 
finalists and were able to network 
with our fellow industry professionals, 
we felt all too aware that we were the 
only Asian pub operators in a large 
room full of people. 

This isn’t the way it should be and 

we, as BII members, can all play 
a part in helping to change this, 
in much the same way as the 
industry has successfully begun 
to encourage the promotion of more  
women into senior and board director 
roles – and within the pubs themselves, 
the prevalence of female customers 
and families has never been higher. 

It’s also worth recognising that 
there’s a big difference between myself 
and Ru, because as father and son, we 
are different generations.

I came to Britain from Africa with 
a strong Indian heritage from my 
grandparents, while Ru was born here. 

Says Ru: As someone who is British 
born and bred, my friends and I have 
grown up with the British pub culture. 
We visit pubs regularly and drink 
alcohol – I should point out that we 
are Indian Hindus not Muslims, whose 
religion forbids alcohol consumption. 

Religion and ethnicity aside, I 
recognise that today’s pub customers 
are more adventurous than ever before. 
My generation (I was born in 1989) 
indulge in foreign travel and have 
greater knowledge and enthusiasm for 
world cuisine, actively searching out 
great food that’s authentic. Today’s 
younger generations want the real deal. 

At The White Horse, whether it’s 
our curries or pizzas, the ingredients 
are authentic. Our cheese, tomatoes 
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“IT’S NOT ABOUT 
THE COLOUR OF 
YOUR SKIN THAT 
MATTERS, BUT THE 
FACT THAT WE ARE 
PROFESSIONAL 
BUSINESSMEN AND 
WOMEN RUNNING 
FANTASTIC PUBS”

and flour for our pizzas comes from 
Italy. And when Dad cooks our Indo 
African dishes, every one is made 
from scratch using the ingredients 
and methods that my grandmother – 
Tosh’s mother – used.

But being Asian doesn’t 
automatically mean we are successful 
in attracting an ethnically diverse 
customer or staff base. 

Our customers are predominately 
white and British, due to our location. 
We would love to attract more diverse 
team members, but unless you’re in 
an area with a higher 
ethnic mix, it’s almost 
impossible. 

Tosh adds:  
I know from my past 
work with beer and 
brands that we have 
Caribbean, Indian 
and Greek landlords 
running pubs, but their 
visibility within the 
industry remains low. 

Why is it that the excellent pub 
operators in, say, Birmingham aren’t 
getting involved with the BII awards 
or attending industry events and 
becoming more visible? 

There is certainly room for others 
like us to become more involved 
with their trade associations and to 
interact with their professional peer 
groups. We need representation at 
the higher levels within industry and 
within Government circles. We need 
to penetrate what are often tightly knit 
communities and show people that 
we’re stronger working together. 

Every pub will profit by being more 
accessible to customers from diverse 
ethnic backgrounds, as well as reaping 
the rewards that come from tapping 
into a broader recruitment market. 

In the same way that the industry 
is evolving, in terms of the gender 
balance, so too do we need to make 
the change to seek out and welcome 
people from different ethnic 
backgrounds. 

But it will take more than Tosh 
and I to seize this 
opportunity and win 
over my generation.

Let’s actively 
invite other operators 
of colour to get 
involved in the BII, 
Pubwatch and other 
professional industry 
groups. Let’s show 
them that it’s not the 
colour of your skin 

that matters, but the fact that we are 
professional businessmen and women 
running fantastic pubs. 

We need to reach out and show 
them that being involved will benefit 

them. Everyone wants 
to be successful and it’s 
about showing people the benefits of 
working with fellow operators and  
of getting involved with the BII and 
other organisations. 

Our business has benefitted from 
our involvement with the BII awards – 
and we must thank Butcombe Brewery 
for inviting us along to last year’s Winter  
Event and encouraging us to enter. 

So come on you other pub  
companies and fellow licensees, reach  
out to publicans and share the message  
that it’s good to feel part of something 
bigger than yourself, to not feel like 
you’re running a small pub on your own.

Together we are all stronger. 
Taking steps to actively seek out and 
welcome operators from diverse ethnic 
backgrounds can only be beneficial, 
and will result in successfully 
attracting a more diverse  
staff and customer base too. 

THE WHITE HORSE  
TOP TIPS
Tosh says:  
“We are only opening five days  
a week, to give our kitchen team  
two days off. We’re closing earlier 
in the evening too, so that everyone 
gets a break. We also care about 
their working environment, for 
instance, having air-conditioning 
in the kitchen to keep it a pleasant 
temperature – especially when we 
experienced the recent heatwave.” 

Ru says:  
“It’s important not to let your  
business become stagnant. 
Hospitality is good at adapting to 
change and to different trends. We 
found that entering the BII LOYA 
really helped us view our business 
with fresh eyes, it’s a great process  
to get involved with.”
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W e all know that 
pubs are people 
businesses. They 
are a place to come 
together for special 

moments and a place where you can 
really see and feel community spirit 
in action. And having the right people 
from front-of-house to running the 
kitchen is crucial to the success of  
any pub. But how can pubs continue  
to be people businesses if we can’t  
get the people?

Businesses all across the hospitality 
sector are having the same struggles 
in finding and keeping the people 
they need. There were 173,000 
vacancies recorded 
by the ONS across the 
accommodation and 
food service sectors  
over the summer  
– a record high. This is, 
in part, due to the real 
perception problem 

among young people that hospitality 
careers are not ‘good’ jobs. 

Our latest research found that three 
in five young people see hospitality 
jobs as short-term, with few 
realising the numerous opportunities 
available and excellent long-term 
career development on offer. It’s 
disappointing that just 28% of Gen Z 
say they would consider working in 
the hospitality sector for a long-term 
career, with 82% identifying a lack 
of career progression as a barrier. 
This is a huge challenge for our 
sector, but also a significant missed 
opportunity for these individuals and 
their communities up and down the 

country. 
As an industry 

then, if we want 
to tackle our staff 
vacancies in the 
short-term and 
secure the future 
of our pubs in 
the long-term, 
then we need 
to keep loudly 
making the case 

to the younger 
generations of the 
benefits of working 
in the sector. If we 
are going to achieve 
this, then we must 
overcome the 
negative perception 
around hospitality 
roles and instead 
show how we are 

offering people a real chance for 
personal and professional growth. 

At Greene King, we have recently 
brought together some great examples 
of what our team members have 
been able to achieve – in our report 
Untapping Potential. Some of the 
best examples include where team 
members have been able to make the 
most of 32 different apprenticeship 
routes, in everything from Hospitality 
Team Member and Production Chef 
Level 2 (equivalent to five GCSEs) up  
to Senior Leader Level 7 (MBA level). 

Over the last 11 years, we have 
seen the progress that 15,000 of our 
people have achieved through an 
apprenticeship and we will continue  
to make the case for the importance  
of these routes as ways into, and 
growth opportunities within, the 
hospitality sector.

We also believe it is just as 
important that we create pathways for 
people from any background to join 
our industry, and to feel comfortable 
when they do. The hospitality sector 
should strive to be as inclusive as 
possible if we are to be able to find and 
keep the best talent. At Greene King 
we are continuing to work hard at this, 
following the launch of our Calling 
Time on Racism manifesto in 2020, and 
are now trying to drive forwards the 
internal change we heard was needed. 

Organisations like The Prince’s 
Trust continue to lead the way in 
supporting those who need it most 
to find a foothold in the workforce. 
Working alongside The Prince’s 

Trust and benefitting from 
their expertise, has made 
a huge difference in our 
understanding of how we 
can best support young 
people from disadvantaged 

“WE MUST OVERCOME THE NEGATIVE PERCEPTION AROUND 
HOSPITALITY ROLES AND INSTEAD SHOW HOW WE ARE 
OFFERING PEOPLE A REAL CHANCE FOR PERSONAL  
AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH”

Andrew Bush

CHIEF PEOPLE OFFICER, ANDREW BUSH, TALKS ABOUT HOW GREENE KING  
IS FACILITATING CULTURE CHANGE, WHILE WORKING TO PROMOTE HOSPITALITY 
CAREERS TO UNTAP THEIR FULL POTENTIAL 
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backgrounds into work. We are also 
proud to support the work of two 
specialist organisations, Landmarks 
Specialist College and Mencap, to 
create more opportunities across 
our pubs for people with Special 
Educational Needs (SEN) and  
an Education and Health 
Care Plan (EHCP). 
Partnerships 
like these have 
shown the 
immense value 
of working 
with partners 
that can bring 
specialist 
knowledge to 
help unlock how 
we as businesses 
can best support and 
engage different groups. 

I firmly believe that 
background shouldn’t be  
a barrier to anyone working 
in a pub. An individual’s 
past or current situation does 
not mean that they don’t 
have a strong desire to 
learn with dedication. 
With that in mind, 
we’ve looked at ways 
that we can help 
prison leavers rejoin 
their communities 
and carve out new career 
paths. Working closely with the New 
Futures Network, Only A Pavement 

Away, NOVUS, 
and Recruitment 
Junction, we are 
able to offer training 
and job opportunities to prisoners 
who are through the gate and released 

on temporary licence. 
The next initiative we  
are exploring is our 

 first Greene King 
training kitchen in 

HMP Thameside, 
which will allow 
us to provide 
inmates with  
a bespoke training 

programme and 
qualification – 

setting them up to 
be as employable 

as possible upon 
their release. 
We will share 
the results and 
learnings from 
this programme 

with the aim of 
hopefully helping 

improve the system  
of hiring from prisons for 

the whole industry.
But we know we need 

to keep trying new and 
different ways to bring the 

best talent into our industry. 
There are a wealth of ideas and 

initiatives taking place across our 
industry to overcome the shortage 

of talent we all face, 
but the scale of the 
vacancies facing 

our sector cannot be 
overcome by individual 

initiatives by operators. 
To truly tackle this challenge, we 

believe that we need a partnership 
between industry and the new 
Government. We need to work 
together to, firstly, promote 
hospitality as the skilled career it 
is,ensuring vocational schemes and 
apprenticeships are given equal weight 
in careers advice.

Secondly, we need Government 
policy to make it as easy as possible for 
businesses to take on and train people. 
Reform of the apprenticeship levy has 
been top of the industry’s wish list 
for years and I would love to see this 
become a truly employer led system.

Finally, we would like to see truly 
joined up working from Government 
– to better connect job seekers 
with roles and remove barriers that 
currently disincentivise employers 
from doing more.  

The prize for individuals, 
communities and businesses of  
getting people into rewarding, local 
careers in the pub sector is huge.  
At Greene King we will continue to 
share our experiences where they lead 
to success, and work hand-in-hand  
with Government and the rest  
of the industry to fully untap  
the potential of our pubs. 
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A GUIDE TO WHAT’S COMING UP, REVIEWS & DATES
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 IF ENGLAND WINS  
 AND KEEPS WINNING

Last 16 7pm Sunday, Dec 4

Quarters 7pm Saturday, Dec 10

Semis 7pm Wednesday,  
Dec 14

Final 3pm Sunday, Dec 18

IF ENGLAND COMES SECOND  
IN GROUP, THEN KEEPS  
WINNING

Last 16 3pm Saturday, Dec 3

Quarters 3pm Friday, Dec 9

Semis 7pm Tuesday, Dec 13

Final 3pm Sunday, Dec 18

At a Glance

Throughout October 
 OKTOBERFEST  

– WITH FESTIVALS  
BEING HELD IN CITIES 

AROUND THE UK, 
INCLUDING LONDON, 

MANCHESTER & 
NEWCASTLE

Oct 15 - Nov 19 
RUGBY LEAGUE  

WORLD CUP  
(MEN’S)

Oct 19-20 
INTERNATIONAL  

DRINK EXPO  
EXCEL, LONDON

23 October 
MOTHER-IN-LAW  

DAY

24 October 
DIWALI  

(FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS)

Oct 29 / Nov 6 
FIG WORLD  

GYMNASTICS 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 

(LIVERPOOL)

30 October 
BRITISH  

SUMMERTIME  
ENDS – CLOCKS  
GO BACK 1HR

31 October 
 HALLOWEEN

 
NOVEMBER

1 November 
ALL SAINTS’ DAY 

Nov 1-19 
WOMEN’S  

RUGBY LEAGUE  
WORLD CUP (UK)

5 November 
BONFIRE NIGHT

11 November 
ARMISTICE DAY

Nov 12-13 
FINAL ROUND  

OF PREMIER LEAGUE, 
CHAMPIONSHIP  
AND SCOTTISH 
PREMIERSHIP

13 November 
REMEMBRANCE  

SUNDAY & WORLD 
KINDNESS DAY

26 November 
THANKSGIVING  

(USA)

27 November 
BLACK FRIDAY

30 November 
ST ANDREW’S DAY 

(PATRON SAINT  
OF SCOTLAND)

DECEMBER
10 December 

HANUKKAH BEGINS 
(BEGINNING  

OF 8-DAY JEWISH  
FESTIVAL) 

17 December 
THE SCOTTISH 
PREMIERSHIP  

RESUMES

21 December 
WINTER SOLSTICE 
(SHORTEST DAY)

25 December 
CHRISTMAS DAY  

– FALLS ON  
A SUNDAY  
THIS YEAR

26 December 
BOXING DAY

THE PREMIER LEAGUE 
RESUMES

31 December 
NEW YEAR’S EVE

JANUARY
1 January 

NEW YEAR’S DAY
ALL MONTH  
VEGANUARY

16 January 
BLUE MONDAY

22 January 
CHINESE  

NEW YEAR

25 January 
WELSH  

VALENTINE’S  
DAY

BURNS NIGHT

This year, the men’s  
FIFA World Cup 2022 is 
being held in November and 
December. Key World Cup dates:

Monday, Nov 21
13:00     England v Iran

19:00     Wales v USA

Friday, Nov 25
10:00     Wales v Iran
19:00     England v USA

Tuesday, Nov 29
19:00     England v Wales

FIFA World Cup  
Qatar 2022

  66% of sports fans say they 
spend more in pubs when 
watching live sport 

  £29 per person is the average 
drinks spend when watching 
live sports in a pub

  In addition, people spend an 
average of £12 per person on 
food, bringing the total average 
spend per head £41

  Sports fans, in general, visit 
the pub 42% more than the 
average person 

KAM and Sky’s The Power of Sport    
2022 research

Nov 21 - Dec 18

Did you know…

V I S I T  B I I . O R G
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SCAN HERE  
for more information about our  
trusted partners on our website

FEATURED IN THIS ISSUE:

TRUSTED PARTNERS
BII’S TRUSTED PARTNERS ARE AN APPROVED NETWORK OF INDUSTRY LEADING PROVIDERS OF PRODUCTS,  
SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS FOR OUR MEMBERS. SPECIFICALLY SELECTED FOR THE QUALITY OF THEIR SERVICE  

AND THEIR ABILITY TO WORK CLOSELY WITH OUR MEMBERS SAVING THEM TIME AND MONEY, AND  
DELIVERING GREAT VALUE IN THEIR BUSINESS
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W ith budgets under 
pressure, training 
may be an easy 
target when  
cutting costs but 

I would argue that this is the right 
time to use learning and development 
to your advantage. After all, training 
can help overcome staff recruitment 
and retention challenges, distinguish 
your business by raising standards 
and deliver an exceptional customer 
experience that encourages repeat 
visits.

WHY IS LEARNING  
AND SELF-DEVELOPMENT 
IMPORTANT?   
Hospitality is a positive career choice 
with some notable staff benefits  
like flexible shift patterns, working  
as a team in a lively, sociable 
environment, but should also provide 
opportunities for team members to 
grow, gain new skills and advance in 
their chosen profession. Investment 
in training is a powerful statement 
of belief in someone’s ability and 

INCORPORATE 
CHANGE  
TO SUPPORT 
DIVERSITY 
Provide different 
training options 
that hold people’s 
attention to establish 
a team with diversity 
of backgrounds and 
thoughts. An effective 
learning technique 
is one with a hybrid 
approach that 
combines a blended 
mix of convenient, 
self-driven study 
with a more advanced 
and structured 
programme. Using  
a technology platform 
enables you to 
record completion 
of training 
modules to create a 
collaborative, longer-
term development 
schedule, but 
practical skills-based 

tasks provide a more approachable 
option for some training. 

recognition of their 
contribution, which 
encourages them 
to strive for further 
progression and raises 
the bar for customer 
experience and 
satisfaction. 

And remember 
the old saying – if 
you train your staff, 
they may leave and 
take their knowledge 
elsewhere, but isn’t 
it worse if you don’t 
train them and  
they stay?

ONE SIZE 
DOESN’T FIT ALL  
– BE CREATIVE
Learning and 
innovation can be as 
high-tech, immersive 
and revolutionary as 
you want but it is not 
all about investing  
in a technology 
platform, virtual 
reality or sending  
staff away for a 
residential course. 
Switch your mindset, 
be realistic and 
creative and you may 
be surprised what  
a difference you can 
make relatively easily 
by using the resources 
you already have to make 
training accessible.   

JAMIE CAMPBELL, DIRECTOR OF LEARNING – HOSPITALITY  
AT CPL LEARNING, EXPLAINS WHY SUPPORTING YOUR  
TEAMS’ DEVELOPMENT WILL BE GOOD FOR YOUR BUSINESS 
(AND THE INDUSTRY) NOW AND FOR THE FUTURE

“REMEMBER THE OLD 
SAYING – IF YOU TRAIN 
YOUR STAFF, THEY  
MAY LEAVE AND TAKE 
THEIR KNOWLEDGE 
ELSEWHERE, BUT ISN’T  
IT WORSE IF YOU  
DON’T TRAIN THEM  
AND THEY STAY?”

TRAINING IS  
FOR LIFE,  
NOT JUST  
FOR CHRISTMAS

MAKING TRAINING  
ACCESSIBLE

Leave books in rest areas 
and highlight sections 
that may be of interest

Encourage use of videos 
that show the basics  
of, for example, how  

to pour a pint or a latte,  
or even chop an onion  
for self-development 

Draw on the talent 
already in the business  

by using peer-group support 
to buddy people up to learn 
from each other. Or use the 

skills of the social media 
creatives in the business  
to produce or signpost  
some fun content that 
colleagues will enjoy

Think about how your  
team digests information.  
Food and fire safety training  

is essential but eight  
hours of formal compliance 
training is unlikely to engage 
younger members of staff. 

Use bite size chunks  
and encourage them to  

self-serve so that they learn 
in their own style

Create a culture of 
coaching to retain talent 

rather than running the risk 
of losing staff because of 

poor management
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POSITIVE WORKING CULTURE
Training is one aspect of the employee 
life cycle which is energised by getting 
things right at the recruitment stage. 
Offering flexible working conditions, 
attractive pay and associated benefits, 
and building a positive work culture 
are basics that can mean the difference 
between making a favourable first 
impression to secure your potential 
star employee or watching them move 
on to work with a competitor. 

Taking a constructive approach to  
benefits and working conditions in the  
recruitment and training stages helps 
assemble a valued, inclusive and diverse  
workforce. Maintain their 
interest and loyalty with 
some simple steps: 

  Make your recruitment 
process accessible and 
straightforward using 
technology to manage 
the workflow process 
where possible

  Be open and honest in all 
communications and encourage 
interaction. Encourage team members 
to take breaks together, organise  
social events and have regular 
discussions about the business, their 
contribution to it, their concerns and 
any ideas they want to put forward

  Provide flexibility by giving staff 
more ownership of when they want to 
work, using self-serve portals to help 

them manage their own schedules  
at their convenience

  Consider offering on-demand pay, 
enabling staff to draw down their 
earned wages when they need it rather 
than having to wait for payday

  Keep everyone in touch with business 
performance and how they are making  
a difference. Reward high performance 
achievements and team successes

LEARNING SHAPED  
TO FIT YOUR NEEDS 
At CPL Learning, we understand that 
one size doesn’t fit all when it comes to 
learning and development. To educate, 

engage and inspire, you need the 
right tools to deliver your 

desired results.
That’s why we 

develop learning 
activities in all forms. 
From renowned 
digital online courses 

to market leading 
tutor-led training and 

workshops, we provide 
learning solutions that work for 

you. And what’s even better is that 
all our learning activities integrate 
seamlessly into our digital learning 
platform for team members to explore 
and engage with ease. 

CONTACT US TO FIND OUT HOW  
WE CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS 
www.cpllearning.com

PRACTICAL ADVICE  
FOR THIS WINTER
Recruiting, onboarding and 
integration into the business 
remains crucial, but with 
Christmas following hot on the 
heels of the World Cup, getting 
things right will be ever more 
important this winter.
Build an induction programme into 
your onboarding strategy to keep 
initial training tight and get your new 
recruits working as soon as they can

Organise as much learning on  
the job as is feasibly – and safely  
– practical

Offer incentives for driving 
incremental sales or repeat business 
to motivate team cooperation and 
customer service excellence 

Buddy up more established team  
members with seasonal staff 
to create a positive working 
environment and smooth service 
delivery 

If you are planning for FIFA World Cup 
activities as well as festive trading, 
prepare for different operational 
approaches by nominating different 
team leaders and members focused 
on specific tasks for each trading 
occasion

Involve staff in the planning 
process, ask for their ideas and 
input to develop plans that they 
are invested and motivated in

Adopt a technology solution, such as 
Access Trail, to complete and record 
routine tasks to help reduce admin, 
ensure the same standards are 
applied even on the busiest days and 
to give teams the freedom to do more

Learning and development can  
be as flexible as the individuals  
in your team, so provide a flexible 
approach tailored to them and 
which can be accommodated into 
your busiest trading sessions

www.cpllearning.com
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T he cost-of-living crisis 
is having a huge and 
negative impact on the 
financial wellbeing of your 
employees, with our State 

of Financial Wellbeing Report finding 
that 72% of UK employees now worry 
about money every week. 

Even with the Energy Price Guarantee  
announced by Government, the steep 
rise in inflation will be impacting on 
every area of your employees lives.

This will have dire consequences 
for your employees and your business, 
especially when you consider that  
a lack of productivity related to poor 
employee financial wellbeing costs  
UK businesses £1.56 billion a year.

households didn’t have enough saved 
to cover an unexpected bill of £100.

What should employers do? Focus 
on the how. Most people intrinsically 
understand why they need to save,  
but it’s the gap between knowledge 
and action that’s difficult to bridge. 

Proven technology, 
such as Wagestream’s 
automated workplace 
savings product, makes  
it as easy as possible to 
save something every  
pay cycle.

SPIN UP  
A COST-OF-LIVING  
MONEY 
SIGNPOSTING 
SERVICE QUICKLY 
It’s hard to talk about 
money, and this puts 
line managers and other 
internal stakeholders off 
starting a conversation.  
But it’s important to note 

the role of your business is not to solve 
problems, but to signpost employees  
to the right services and tools so they 
can help themselves.

With this in mind, what can you 
be doing to support your employees 
through the crisis?

FOCUS ON SAVINGS  
AND BUILDING  
FINANCIAL RESILIENCE 
In our State of Financial 
Wellbeing report, 50% of 
UK employees told us they 
wanted their employer to 
better support them to save 
money in 2022 – ahead of 
anything else. Despite this 
clear preference, just 18% 
of employers plan to do so.

The pandemic 
significantly affected 

the savings of UK 
workers. A 45% 
rise in negative life 
events throughout 
2020, predominantly 
income shocks such 
as reduced hours 
and furlough, meant 
employees were increasingly 
forced to raid savings for 
daily living expenses. Even 
pre-pandemic, 50% of UK 

MONEY WORRIES ARE CAUSING ANXIETY FOR MANY BUSINESSES, BUT HAVE YOU THOUGHT  
ABOUT THE FINANCIAL PRESSURES YOUR STAFF ARE UNDER? WAGESTREAM EXPLAINS WHY  
HELPING YOUR PEOPLE TAKE CONTROL OF THEIR FINANCES AND LEARN HOW TO SAVE IS GOOD  
FOR THEM AND FOR YOU

HELP SUPPORT  
YOUR EMPLOYEES 
THROUGH THE  
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS

50%  
of employees 

want their 
employer to 

better support 
them to  

save money  
in 2022 – ahead  
of anything else 

72%  
worry about 

money  
every week
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Employees in 
crisis may think 
their situation 
is futile, so 
an easy first 
step is simply 
to provide a list of 
resources that they 
can draw upon 
depending on their 
unique financial 
situation. This can be 
posted centrally or locally, 
or given to line managers to 
cascade down to their teams.

A more advanced option is 
to provide one-to-one financial 
coaching, which provides a much 
more personalised signposting 
service along with accountability 
for behavioural change, which is 
important to improving long-term 
financial wellbeing.

CHALLENGE THE STIGMA  
TO REDUCE ISOLATION  
The cost-of-living 
crisis is putting 
pressure on UK 
employees and 
increasing anxiety. 
In our State of 
Financial Wellbeing 
research report, we 
found that 68% of 
those experiencing 
stress because of 
money did not tell 
their employer 
about their troubles 
– and most cited embarrassment or 
shame as the primary factor behind 
their decision not to share.

This stigma is 
entrenched, but the 
mental health stigma 
was entrenched too, 
and as a society we’ve 
made positive progress 
there. When it comes to 
money, there are multiple 
things employers should 
do. Firstly, use every 

opportunity 
(and there 

are lots) to 
open dialogue 

about money: 
there are external 

prompts, such as the 
cost-of-living crisis, 

as well as internal 
prompts, such 

as pension 
reviews and 

promotions.
Secondly, 

encourage 
the sharing of 

stories from those 
willing to do so. 

There’s nothing that 
makes people feel less 

alone than hearing from 
others with similar stories. 

Finally, you can train money 
champions to act of advocate for 

sharing concerns and opening up 
conversations, just as many businesses 
have trained mental health first aiders 
for the same purpose.

DO A ‘COST OF COMING  
TO WORK’ AUDIT 
Do you know how much it costs for 
your employees to come to work  
for you?

Do most of your staff live a long  
way from the workplace, making them 
reliant on their cars? Do they still  
have to wait six weeks for their first 
pay packet when they join? Do they 
need to pay for uniforms upfront?  
Do you offer season ticket loans?  
Must people wait four weeks to get 
repaid expenses?

Some factors you can control and 
some you can’t, but doing this audit 
may throw up some genuinely easy 
ways that you can adjust your policies 
in order to better support your people.

HOW DOES WAGESTREAM 
HELP?  
Wagestream is the financial wellbeing 
app founded by charities, designed  
for frontline workers and built  
around pay. 

Offered by caring employers like 
Greene King, Barons Pub Company 
and Fuller’s, it makes work more 
inclusive, fair and rewarding for two 
million people – by giving them access 
to fair financial services built around 
flexible pay.

People use Wagestream to choose 
their own pay cycle, manage their 
budgeting, save for a rainy day, chat  
to a personal money coach, and get 
fairer deals on financial products - all 
in one app, with no change to payroll.

Wagestream outperforms global 
benchmarks on financial inclusion 
and is driven by a social charter: every 
service it provides must measurably 
improve financial wellbeing. Over  
70% of people using Wagestream 
feel more in control of their money, 
leading to a happier, healthier, more 
productive workforce. 

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW 
WAGESTREAM WORKS, and how your 
employees and business can benefit,  
visit www.wagestream.com.

“WAGESTREAM 
MAKES WORK MORE 
INCLUSIVE, FAIR  
AND REWARDING 
FOR TWO MILLION 
PEOPLE – BY GIVING 
THEM ACCESS TO FAIR 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
BUILT AROUND 
FLEXIBLE PAY”

www.wagestream.com
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T here are many common sights  
in a pub’s waiting area or 
hallways. The boards with the 
night’s specials, a sign telling 

customers they can seat themselves, 
perhaps even a coat rack in an older 
establishment – all of these for the 
customer’s use, to make their evening 
more convenient.

Yet how many pubs have you seen 
with a self-service kiosk? Perhaps 
where customers could check the 
availability of tables or private rooms 
in the back, make reservations for  
a specific time, or learn more about 
the menu. The hospitality industry 
continues to change with the world’s 
events and technologies, from pubs 
and eateries that allow guests to  
order their meal ahead of time and 
reserve their favorite booth, to cafes 
where customers can order drinks from 
down the street using their phone.

Self-service capabilities may mean 
hospitality begins to look different, but  
that’s no reason to worry. There are 
benefits for everyone involved when 
hospitality adopts self-service tools, 
just as when other common sights of 
the past were installed to help guests 
better enjoy their stay.

day with all meals pictured 
and rated by other guests, 
finding an open table or room, 
ordering from their table 
without needing assistance  
or printing their full receipt, 
if desired

  Customers can browse 
services anytime.  
As well as being able to check 
promotions they can tap to buy,  
scan and go, view histories, 
pre-order, request delivery  
or timed delivery, write  
a review and see FAQs

Self-service apps allow 
customers with internet access 
to immediately interact with the 
business’ system. Staff can then 
respond within seconds, lowering 
wait time because of this greater 
efficiency. Customers enjoy ease of 
use and real-time order placement, 
while staff can see everything from 
a secured device to manage orders, 
update pricing and check numbers.

Adding self-service capabilities 
transforms an entire business with 

WHAT IS A SELF-SERVICE TOOL? 
Perhaps the most widely seen self-
service tool is a vending machine, 
where customers make their request 
and pay to get the goods inside 
immediately. Hotels and bars often 
have vending machines for snacks or 
small toiletries. Self-service should 
allow guests to get the conveniences 
they desire at high speed.

A few of the types of modern self-
service tools include:

  Consumer apps that customers 
download to see what upcoming 

events and specials will be 
available from the kitchen, 

make reservations for a 
specific time and day, set 
a destination for walk-up 
deliveries or a time for 
pick-up, and even pay via 
electronic transfer

  Self-service kiosks, 
where customers near the 
machine can download 
an app to handle common 
in-store requests such as 
viewing a menu for the 

ARE SELF-SERVICE POINTS THE NEXT STEP IN HOSPITALITY’S EVOLUTION?  
WITH THE LABOUR SHORTAGES AND FOCUS ON COST SAVING,  
WINPOS MANAGING DIRECTOR TIM WATSON THINKS THEY ARE

GROWING OUR  
PUBS AND EATERIES  
WITH SELF-SERVICE   

“Adding self-service 
capabilities transforms 
an entire business 
with smart systems to 
increase productivity 
and help customers 
leave satisfied”
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smart systems to increase productivity 
and help customers leave satisfied, 
all while allowing staff to keep better 
watch over the business. The modern 
customer expects services to be 
automated and simple. Without such 
conveniences, we can expect them 
to be less satisfied and try a different 
establishment next time.

SELF-SERVICE GIVES GUESTS 
GREATER CONTROL
Many self-service tools can be 
contactless, in that the customer 
only touches their own phone after 
downloading  
a self-service app. 
This helps them 
avoid coming in 
contact with much-
used items like 
the plastic drink 
menus of traditional 
restaurants, pubs 
and eateries.

Some guests 
are more used to 
dealing with devices 
than with people, 
and these digital-
first users will more 
often seek out self-service options. 
They consider less contact with 
staff a mark of luxury because they 
want to keep their distance. What 
is hospitality but giving guests the 
experience they want? https://winpos.uk

Note that multiple guests can get 
service at one time when using their 
own phones near a kiosk that connects 
to them wirelessly or through an app. 
Self-service is faster for everyone, 
which makes guests happier and more 
loyal to modern brands.

Digital apps can also be set to give 
services in whatever language the 
customers set on their phone, so guests 
from anywhere in the world can feel 
at home.

GIVES STAFF MORE TIME
When they don’t need to spend their 

time handling routine tasks that  
a self-service machine can do, the 

staff can focus 
on providing 
the very best 
customer 
experiences.  
We all want 
every customer 
to get the 
same great 
experience, but 
routines can 
make anyone feel 
tired and dull. 
Have a machine 
be routine and 
let your staff 
improvise.  
Self-service 

makes staff happier because they are 
free to be themselves.

When guests get all of their simple 
services taken care of by self-service 
tools, everything they still need  
a person for can be a more meaningful 
experience. The boring or routine stuff 
happens with the machine, while 
human-to-human conversations help 
staff and customers build emotional 
connections.

Self-service means fewer guests 
will need to take a staff member’s 
time, allowing staff to spend more 
of their day with those guests who 
require in-person assistance. With  
less staff needed at the front desk 
thanks to self-service options, more 
can spend their time looking after 
seated customers, finding lost items  
or keeping the public areas clean.

RAISES PROFITS CUTS COSTS
Customers buy more from self-service 
machines where they can see all of 
the options available to them, such as 
getting extras with a meal, temporary 
special offers and promotions, trying 
something new that comes heavily 
recommended by other customers and 
so on. They upsell themselves simply 
knowing what exists, or smart kiosks 
can check their past behavior and 
make soft, effective offers.

Management can design self-service  
tools so they respond in keeping with 
the brand’s tone, including language 
settings and user experience. The 
branding of a business should be clear 
even from machines.

Self-service can still function 
when manpower is limited by labour 
shortages or if multiple staff members 
are out at the same time. Business 
owners like how self-service is less 
likely to cause errors and lowers their 
costs over time, all of which improves 
profit.

Winpos is focused on providing 
outstanding customer experience and 
unified integrated experiences. From 
complete POS solutions like INITIUM, 
to expanded POS systems that include 
kitchen display boards or customer 
ready boards. 

TO SEE WHAT WINPOS HAS TO OFFER 
YOUR PUBS AND EATERIES, VISIT 
https://winpos.uk.
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PUBBY’S OFFERS PUBS A WIDE RANGE OF GREAT TASTING SNACKS, 
CONFECTIONERY AND DOG TREATS. WE HAVE A DEDICATED TEAM 
WHO’D LOVE TO HAVE A CHAT, SO GET IN TOUCH AND SEE HOW WE 
CAN SUPPORT YOUR BUSINESS TODAY 

www.pubbys.co.uk

PUBBY’S:  
THE PERFECT PARTNER 

H i! We’re Pubby’s.  
The brand new brand with 
50 years of experience as 

suppliers of a wide variety of snacks, 
confectionery and dog treats. 

Since 1972, our principles and 
values have remained the same.  
To provide a reliable service along 
with an unbeatable product range. 
We’re proud to say that our vision is 
more alive than ever and now we’re 
bringing our 50 years of experience 
into the licensed trade.

We’re passionate about our 
products and only the very best 
tasting treats make the cut! In fact,  
we believe in our products so much 
that we offer full sale or return across 
the entire range. This takes away  
all the risk for our customers.

Our licensed trade app makes 
ordering from us a breeze, plus we 
offer free delivery straight to your 
door (T’s&C’s apply). 

Denzel’s products  
are handmade right  
here in the UK using  
only natural ingredients.  
Check out Denzel’s 
Brunch, a soft-baked chew 
in wag-tastic flavours, 
including Avocado, Honey 
& Salmon and Peanut, 
Cashews & Turkey. 

Woof & Brew  
has a range of great  
dog drinks, including  
its Bottom Sniffer ‘beer’ 
for dogs and Posh Pooch 
‘wine’, along with its  
range of bar snacks,  
which are not to be 
barked at.

Pubby’s have teamed up with 
some dog-tastic dog treat  
suppliers, including:

WHAT  
OUR CUSTOMERS  

ARE SAYING:

“I buy my products 
from the Pubby’s App. 
The selection is great 

and well loved!  
I cannot wait until  

they expand the range.  
I appreciate how the 
management team  
has accommodated 

me throughout  
all my orders with 
good service, even 

dealing with my 
queries outside  
of office hours”
EMMA BONNINGTON,  

GENERAL MANAGER,  
ROYAL OAK, WATNALL

“Our customers love 
the Pubby’s snacks, 

they sell well and are 
great value. We order 

through the app 
which makes it  

easy and simple!”
CAROL CAMPBELL,  
GENERAL MANAGER,  

LEWISHAM SPORTS CLUB 

PUBBY’S  
LOVES DOGS 
Pubby’s loves dogs 
and we’re sure that 
your customers  
love their dogs too.

We all know how  
much dogs adore 
chews and treats, and 
that’s why we’re proud 
to be working with 
some of the finest dog  
treat suppliers to get 
every tail wagging  
in your pub.



Swoop helped refinance three 
of my pubs. I cannot thank or 
recommend them enough.

PITCHERS PUB GROUP

NOMINATED AS COMMERCIAL MORTGAGE BROKER OF 
THE YEAR 2022 & DIGITAL BROKER OF THE YEAR 2022

DON’T LET CASH FLOW 
STAND IN THE WAY OF 
A GREAT CHRISTMAS 
SEASON.

Whether you need to refurb your rafters 
or hire more help, Swoop will find you the 
funding to keep the fairy lights on into 2023 
and beyond.

Our trusted funding partner, Swoop, can help 
you keep your cashflow healthy through:

Giving you access to grants, loans and 
property finance;

Switching utilities provider;

Helping you get a better deal by 
refinancing existing loans.

Sign up for free and discover 
your funding options:

0203 868 0364
hello@swoopfunding.com
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funding to keep the fairy lights on into 2023 
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Helping you get a better deal by 
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OPERATING IN OVER 3,000 VENUES NATIONWIDE,  
CLEAR BREW IS THE BEER LINE CLEANING PROFESSIONAL 
THAT YOU CAN RELY ON TO HELP REDUCE WASTE,  
SAVE MONEY AND TIME, AND IMPROVE THE QUALITY  
OF THE DRAUGHT PRODUCTS YOU SERVE YOUR CUSTOMERS

“Great service, 
always on time 
and great value 

for money. Would 
recommend to 
any venue big  

or small. Saves  
a lot of time and 
energy when we 

are all busy”
LLOYD PRICE,  

PROPRIETOR

www.clearbrew.co.uk

BETTER BEER,  
BETTER BUSINESS 

A 
t Clear Brew, we 
understand that recent 
challenges, such as staff 
shortages and inflation, 

can add pressure to a business. We  
are pleased to be able to help over 
3,000 licensed premises 
across the country 
by providing a fully 
managed, regular beer 
line cleaning service. 

Our experienced 
technicians maintain 
dispense quality across 
both keg and cask 
lines on an extended 
frequency. 

During each visit, 
your local technician 
will carry out a full line 
clean and cellar check 
to ensure your products 
and equipment are kept 
in top condition. Our 
labour inclusive system 
comprises of a specialised water 
fed mixing unit, that uses no 
electricity or propellant gas, 
combined with inhibitor 
technology and market 
leading chemicals.  
This results in  
a service that is 
guaranteed to 
save your venue 
money, reduce 
your waste and 
improve the 
quality of your 
draught products.

3. Guaranteed to relieve  
the stress associated with  
organising staff.  

4. Guaranteed to provide 
professional, fully trained operators. 

 5. Guaranteed to carry out  
the first clean FREE of charge  
and provide a service without any 
contracts or upfront costs. 

Introducing our new  
cellar reporting app
Our service now includes our new 
cellar reporting app, paired with 
our fully managed beer line cleaning 
service, this adds real value to any 

operator in today’s 
licensed sector.  

The app has been 
designed to provide 
our customers with 
information related to 
their cellar and bar on 
each and every clean. 
Customers are able to 
view the ullage, water, 
labour, and chemical 
savings they are making 
on each clean, they 
will see that standards 
are being maintained 
within the cellar and all 
associated equipment 

is being cleaned and 
checked and any possible 

concerns have been 
highlighted. The Clear 
Brew service combined 
with the cellar 
reporting app allows 

our customers to be 
confident that their beer, 

bar, and cellar are being 
well maintained and managed.

Our guarantees
1. Guaranteed to reduce 
ullage, improve your carbon 

footprint and save you money.  

2. Guaranteed to improve  
beer dispense quality, protecting 
yields and sales.  

START A CONVERSATION  
WITH CLEAR BREW TODAY

We are so confident in our 
cleaning method that we don’t 
request a contract and provide 

an initial survey and clean 
completely FREE of charge. 

During this first visit we will 
measure your ullage and produce  

a full quotation that will clearly 
show how much you can save.

 BII MEMBERS’  

EXCLUSIVE OFFER:

 10% off 
your beer line cleaning  

for the first 12 months 

(QUOTE REF BII10) 

Call: 01209 219889  

or email:  

freeclean@clearbrew.co.uk
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W ith economic 
pressures pulling  
on the purse strings, 
from your customers 

to your supply chain - there is no 
greater time to harness the power 
of data and personalisation to bring 
customers back into your venue.

Customers are happy to hand over 
their data in exchange for rewards: 
over 64% for exclusive deals and 61% 
for a one-time discount and on special 
offers (Source: Accenture).  

So, how can you get started with 
using data to better know your 
customers and grow your revenue?

1 GET MEANINGFUL DATA 
TO DRIVE COST EFFECTIVE 

MARKETING
It’s simply not enough to have a 
customer’s email and phone number 
with no other helpful information. 
By using a data-driven order & pay 
platform like Mr Yum; venues can 
translate that order data into insights 
which will form effective marketing 
strategies. Targeted marketing 
campaigns means your marketing 
budget is spent effectively and reaches 
high quality customers. 

2BETTER MANAGE PROFITS 
WITH PREDICTION TOOLS  

Many pubs are collecting data from 
different sources without knowing 
how to turn it into tactics to increase 
profits. By better leveraging customer 

brand love and keeps customers 
coming back again. 

4PERSONALISE 
REWARDS  

TO BUILD LOYALTY 
By collecting the right 
information about  
your guests you have  
the opportunity to 
surprise and delight 
them with rewards  
they actually want. 

Go from saying  
“Hi there, come in 
and get 2 for 1 beers on 
Thursday this week’’  
to: “Hi Michael, we hope 
you enjoyed your IPA 
here last Monday; your 
next pint is on us next 
Monday”. A personalised 
message makes 
customers feel special 
and will build customer 

loyalty in the long run. 

data from a range of tools and ingesting  
it into a customer relationship 
management (CRM) 
system - you can truly 
unlock the power of 
data. Build customer 
profiles with information 
such as what they order, 
when they visit and what  
they are motivated by. 
Harnessing this data 
enables pubs to better 
manage sales, identify 
peak and quiet times  
and implement strategies 
to improve and smooth 
the revenue curve.

3DELIVER 
A HIGHER 

QUALITY CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE 
Impress your guests  
at a level you didn’t 
know was possible.  
You can create sophisticated  
customer profiles and send tailored 
offers and communications. Send  
beer drinkers information about 
new craft beers on tap or introduce 
tastings to gin drinkers. Sending 
bespoke communications builds  www.mryum.com

QUALITY CUSTOMER DATA PROVIDES A POWERFUL ALLY WHEN IT COMES TO MARKETING YOUR PUB, 
WITH PEOPLE MORE LIKELY TO ENGAGE WITH PERSONAL, QUALITY MESSAGES FROM YOUR BUSINESS

HOW TO HARNESS  
THE POWER OF DATA

Mr Yum is an 
ordering, payments 

and marketing 
platform used by 

leading restaurants, 
pubs, bars and 
entertainment 

venues in Australia, 
the US and UK. 

With more than  
17 million users and 

industry-leading 
functionality, Mr Yum 

is a global growth 
solution that helps 
businesses grow 

revenue and increase 
customer satisfaction 

and loyalty.

ABOUT  
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WWiitthh  ccoossttss  ccoonnttiinnuuiinngg  ttoo  rriissee  aanndd  tthhee  
oonnggooiinngg  ssttaaffffiinngg  ccrriissiiss  mmaakkiinngg  ttiimmee  aa  mmoorree  
pprreecciioouuss  ccoommmmooddiittyy  tthhaann  eevveerr  bbeeffoorree,,  
iimmpplleemmeennttiinngg  tthhee  rriigghhtt  tteecchhnnoollooggyy  ccaann  hhaavvee  
aa  ddrraassttiicc  iimmppaacctt  oonn  yyoouurr  ooppeerraattiioonn,,  hheellppiinngg  
yyoouu  ttoo  mmaakkee  ssaavviinnggss  nnoott  jjuusstt  iinn  tthhee  bbaannkk,,  bbuutt  
oonn  tthhee  cclloocckk  ttoooo..

DDoowwnnllooaadd  oouurr  ffrreeee  gguuiiddee  ttoo  ddiissccoovveerr  wwhhiicchh  tteecchh  
ttoooollss  wwiillll  hheellpp  yyoouu  ttoo  rruunn  aa  mmoorree  eeffffiicciieenntt,,  pprrooffiittaabbllee  
bbuussiinneessss  ––  tthhiiss  yyeeaarr  aanndd  ffoorr  mmaannyy  yyeeaarrss  ttoo  ccoommee..
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Buyer’s 
Guide: 
Essential 
Tech for Pub 
Operators 

Save time
Reduce costs

Increase 
profits

Buyer's Guide: Essential Tech for Pub OperatorsDiscover how integrated technology can help 
you streamline operations, cut costs and deliver 
fantastic customer experiences every time.


